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This report contains the f ndings, conclusions, and recommendations from our completed
performance audit, Kansas Tax Revenues, Part I: Reviewing Tax Credits.
The report also contains Appendix B showing information about each tax credit and
refund program, and who is eligible to claim the credit or refund.
The report includes several recommendations for the Legislature. We recommended that
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The report also included recommendations for the Department of Revenue which
included making changes needed to improve the accuracy and completeness of tax credit
information provided to the Legislature.
We would be happy to discuss these recommendations or any other items in the report
with any legislative committees, individual legislators, or other State off cials.
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Kansas Tax Revenues, Part I: Reviewing Tax Credits
Kansas has enacted a number of taxes to fund government operations.
A few examples are individual and corporate income tax, privilege
tax (on f nancial institutions), sales and use tax, motor fuel taxes,
mineral taxes, and the like. According to the Department of
Revenue’s f scal year 2008 annual report, and information from the
Insurance Department, the amount the State collected from various
taxes that year, before refunds, was about $8.5 billion.
Over the years, the Legislature has enacted a variety of tax credits
and exemptions designed to stimulate certain types of economic
activity or to achieve other public purposes. For example, a taxpayer
who makes a cash donation of $250 or more to the Kansas Center for
Entrepreneurship receives a tax credit of 75% of the amount donated.
Some tax credits are widely available and account for large amounts
of forgone tax revenue, while other credits are less frequently used.
For example, based on information compiled by the Department of
Revenue and the Insurance Department for the 2007 tax year, 10,450
taxpayers claimed $36.7 million under the Business Machinery and
Equipment Credit. In contrast, 21 taxpayers claimed about $3,700
from the Agritourism Liability Insurance Credit.
With the proliferation of credits and exemptions over the years,
legislators have expressed an interest in knowing whether some of
those credits and exemptions still are needed or whether they have
outlived their original purposes. Legislators also want to know
whether transferable tax credits represent an effective use of taxpayer
dollars.
This performance audit answers the following questions:
1. Does Kansas have any tax credits that aren’t accomplishing
their intended purpose or have outlived their usefulness?
2. What transferable tax credits exist in Kansas, and are they a
cost-effective means of generating money to fund certain types
of projects or causes?
3. Does Kansas have sales or property tax exemptions that
potentially should be considered for elimination?
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For reporting purposes, we separated this audit into three parts. Part
I addresses the f rst two questions related to tax credits. Part II will
answer the last question related to sales tax exemptions, and Part III
will answer the last question for property tax exemptions.
To answer these questions, we reviewed Kansas laws and contacted the
Department of Revenue, Insurance Department, Legislative Research
Department and other agencies that play a role in approving or tracking
tax credits or exemptions to compile a complete list of tax credits and
sales and property tax exemptions currently offered under Kansas law.
We also determined when these tax benef ts were enacted or increased,
what their purposes are, how often they are used and, when available,
the estimated loss of revenue to the State for tax credits and sales and
property tax exemptions.
Because of the large number of tax credits and exemptions we
reviewed, we weren’t able to perform individual cost-benef t analyses
for those credits and exemptions. When it was available, we reviewed
cost-benef t analyses that others had performed. We also reviewed
national and State reports and interviewed tax experts and State
off cials to identify tax policy considerations that provide support for
either having or not having a tax preference, and compared Kansas’
current tax credits and exemptions to them.
In addition, when data were available we reviewed cost trends for
tax credits and exemptions. For a handful of tax credits and sales tax
exemptions, we also compared the original anticipated costs to actual
forgone State revenues in recent years. We compared Kansas’ most
expensive tax credits and transferable tax credits to surrounding states’
credits to determine whether those states offered similar credits and
whether their credits were structured more or less generously. We also
talked to off cials in those states about some of their credits and about
the pros and cons of making credits transferable. Finally, we gathered
information from the Department of Revenue’s tax credit databases and
collected data from other State agencies to help us evaluate tax credits.
Generally accepted government auditing standards require us to plan
and perform the audit to obtain suff cient, appropriate evidence to
provide a reasonable basis for our f ndings and conclusions based
on our audit objectives. We conducted this performance audit in
accordance with those standards, with the following exceptions:
 Because of time constraints, we didn’t do any testing on data
received from the Insurance Department.
 We conducted only limited testing of the Department of Revenue’s
2
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tax credit databases. Our testing included interviews to
understand the process for capturing data in those databases, and
limited testing on several of the tax credit databases to identify
any obvious errors. Our work identif ed a number of duplicate
entries or data entry issues that were communicated to the
Department for corrective action during the course of the audit.
 Because of time constraints, we performed limited preliminary
testing on data we gathered from the Department of Revenue,
Kansas State Historical Society, Kansas Technology Enterprise
Corporation (KTEC), and the Department of Commerce about the
number and amounts of respective transferable tax credits these
State agencies issued, and about the number, amount, and costs
of respective tax credits that have been transferred. In addition,
we conducted only limited preliminary testing on the number and
cost of approved historical preservation projects the Kansas State
Historical Society reported to us.
As part of our work for Question 2, we traced a targeted number
of Historic Preservation and Angel Investor Tax Credits that had
been issued to the taxpayers’ tax returns to determine whether they
had been claimed, and entered into the Department of Revenue’s
tax credit databases. Based on this review, we determined that the
Department’s data about the amount claimed for these two credits is
understated. In other words, the State has forgone more tax revenues
for these two credits than the Department’s data show. This issue is
described more fully in Question 2.
With the exceptions noted above, given the questions posed in the
audit we think it’s unlikely the data are so grossly or systematically
wrong as to affect our f ndings and conclusions. Therefore, we think
the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our f ndings and
conclusions based on our audit objectives.
A copy of the scope statement for this audit approved by the
Legislative Post Audit Committee is included in Appendix A.
Because of the number of credits and exemptions involved, we added
a third question to the approved scope statement to allow us to report
on credits and exemptions separately.
Our f ndings about tax credits begin on page 15, following a brief
overview of Kansas’ tax system, and tax credits and exemptions.
Findings related to sales & property tax exemptions will be issued as
Part’s II and III of this audit.
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Overview of Kansas’ Tax System and Tax Credits and Exemptions
Income and Sales
Tax Collections
Generate the Majority of
State General Fund
Revenues in Kansas

The State generates income from retail sales, income, and property
taxes, as well as a number of excise taxes such as cigarette, liquor,
and other taxes. Retail sales and excise taxes, as well as various
income taxes generate by far the largest amount of revenue for the
State General Fund, accounting for more than 93% of the total in
recent years. Figure OV-1 provides a recent history of State General
Fund revenues, including an estimate for f scal year 2010, by major
type of revenue source.
As the f gure shows, total State General Fund revenues increased
steadily from f scal years 2003 through 2007, but started declining
in f scal year 2008 with the onset of the most recent economic
downturn. For f scal year 2010, the Consensus Revenue Estimating
Group estimated as of November 2009 that State General Fund
receipts would be about $5.3 billion, down almost 10% from the high
in 2007.
Although property taxes are a signif cant part of the State’s tax
system, they primarily are levied and collected by local units of
government and make up only a small portion of State General Fund
revenues. The State levies 21.5 mills of property tax—20 mills to
fund K-12 education and 1.5 mills to support two State building
funds. Those revenues are collected in separate State funds.
Over the past several decades, Kansas has become much more
reliant on income taxes and less reliant on sales taxes to fund
State operations. Figure OV-2 on page 6 summarizes all State tax
revenue sources (State General and other State funds) at various
points in time beginning in 1960.
As the f gure shows, the percentage of State revenues provided by
income taxes tripled between 1960 and 2009, rising from 15% to 45%
of the total. During the same period, the percentage of State revenues
from sales and excise taxes declined from 71% of the total to 49%.
This reduction occurred even though the State’s sales tax rate more
than doubled, from 2.5% in 1960 to 5.3% in 2009.
Similar trends occurred nationwide. According to information
provided by the National Conference of State Legislatures, between
1970 and 2008 the percentage of states’ revenues from income taxes
increased from about 27% to 42%, and general sales and excise taxes
steadily declined from 57% to 46%.
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Figure OV-1
State General Fund Tax Receipts (In Millions)
Fiscal Years 2003 - 2010 est.
Type of Revenue

2003

2010 est.
(a)

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

$1,567.7
$225.9
$129.3
$4.5
$2.3
$14.8
$38.8
$6.9
$31.1
$56.3
$16.5
$2,094.1

$1,612.1
$214.5
$119.8
$4.8
$2.2
$15.8
$40.3
$7.2
$36.8
$66.1
$18.6
$2,138.2

$1,647.7
$244.8
$119.0
$5.0
$2.1
$15.7
$41.9
$7.4
$47.1
$75.4
$28.0
$2,234.1

$1,736.0
$269.3
$117.9
$5.1
$2.1
$16.7
$44.2
$8.0
$46.9
$96.5
$36.9
$2,379.6

$1,766.8
$285.0
$115.3
$5.3
$2.1
$17.1
$47.1
$8.6
$47.9
$79.6
$36.4
$2,411.1

$1,711.4
$246.3
$112.7
$5.5
$2.2
$17.6
$50.0
$8.9
$46.7
$91.5
$56.7
$2,349.5

$1,689.5
$235.0
$107.2
$5.7
$2.1
$18.2
$53.8
$9.1
$41.7
$73.8
$50.4
$2,286.7

$1,660.5
$222.0
$102.0
$6.0
$2.2
$18.5
$57.0
$9.5
$26.0
$47.7
$54.0
$2,205.4

$1,750.1
$105.2
$31.1
$1,886.4

$1,888.4
$141.2
$25.4
$2,055.0

$2,050.6
$226.1
$22.1
$2,298.7

$2,371.3
$350.2
$31.1
$2,752.5

$2,709.3
$442.4
$31.1
$3,182.9

$2,896.7
$432.1
$33.2
$3,361.9

$2,682.0
$240.3
$26.2
$2,948.5

$2,560.0
$245.0
$24.0
$2,829.0

$15.7
--$15.7

$19.5
$13.7
$1.5
$34.7

$20.5
$0.5
$1.8
$22.8

$22.1
$0.1
$1.9
$24.0

$25.8
--$25.8

$29.0
--$29.0

$29.3
--$29.3

$24.0
--$24.0

$94.5
$47.0
$4.4
$145.9

$106.9
$48.1
$4.4
$159.4

$106.8
$51.9
$4.3
$163.0

$112.2
$51.8
$5.1
$169.1

$113.8
$55.6
$5.5
$174.9

$117.6
$44.2
$5.2
$167.1

$119.6
$22.5
$1.8
$143.9

$117.5
$14.5
$2.0
$134.0

$4,142.0

$4,387.2

$4,718.5

$5,325.3

$5,794.7

$5,907.4

$5,408.3

$5,192.4

$19.1
($13.0)
$97.6
$103.7

$13.9
$16.7
$101.0
$131.6

$23.3
$23.6
$75.9
$122.7

$54.3
($42.2)
$57.0
$69.1

$92.3
($142.4)
$64.5
$14.3

$111.3
($377.7)
$53.9
($212.5)

$64.2
$35.6
$80.9
$180.7

$20.0
$33.7
$54.6
$108.3

$4,245.8

$4,518.9

$4,841.3

$5,394.4

$5,809.0

$5,694.9

$5,589.0

$5,300.7

Retail Sales and Excise Tax Revenues
Retail Sales
Compensating Use
Cigarette
Tobacco Products
Cereal Malt Beverage
Liquor -- Gallonage
Liquor -- Enforcement
Liquor -- Drinking Places
Corporate Franchise
Severance -- gas
Severance -- oil
Subtotal
Income Tax Revenues
Individual
Corporation
Financial Institution
Subtotal
Property Tax Revenues
Motor Carriers
General Property
Motor Vehicle
Sub-total
Other Tax Revenues
Insurance Premiums
Estate
Miscellaneous
Subtotal
Total Tax Revenues
Other Revenue
Interest Income
Transfers
Agency Earnings
Subtotal
Total Receipts

OtherTaxesandRevenues(b)
Amount of Revenue
(in billions)

$6.5

$5.4

$5.5
$4.5

IncomeTax

$4.2

$4.5

$4.8

2004

2005

Sales&ExciseTax

$5.8

$5.7

$5.6

$5.3

2007

2008 (c)

2009

2010 (a)

$3.5
$2.5
$1.5
$0.5
-$0.5
2003

2006

(a) Estimated as of November 5, 2009, by the Consensus Revenue Estimating Group.
(b) Property taxes, Other Taxes, and Other Revenues were combined into this category for the chart.
(c) In fiscal year 2008, transfers contributed to a net loss of $16 million in the "Other Taxes and Revenues" category.
Source: LPA analysis of data provided by the Legislative Research Department.
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Figure OV-2
Summary of ALL State Revenues - SGF and Other
Funds From FY 1960 to 2009 (in millions)
Fiscal Year 1960 - $210,559
Other
Taxes,
$20.9
10%

Fiscal Year 1980 - $1,328,404

Property
Taxes, $9.0
4%

Other
Taxes,
$150.0
11%

Income
Taxes,
$32.2
15%

Income
Taxes,
$486.1
36%

Sales
Taxes
$148.4
71%

Sales
Taxes,
$673.0
51%
Other Fiscal Year 2009 - $6,640,963
Property
Taxes,
Taxes,
$325.2
$85.4
5%
1%

Fiscal Year 2000 - $4
$4,880,939
880 939
Other
Taxes,
$246.0
5%

Sales
Taxes,
$2,450.5
50%

Property
Taxes,
$19.4
2%

Property
Taxes,
$50.4
1%

Income
Taxes,
$2,134.0
44%

Sales
Taxes,
$3,232.4
49%

Income
Taxes,
$2,998.0
45%

Source: LPA analysis of data from Kansas Legislative Research Department

Several factors have contributed to the shift away from sales
taxes as the State’s primary revenue source. According to
legislative testimony by Department of Revenue and Legislative
Research staff at various tax committee hearings in the past, the shift
in revenue sources likely is caused by the following factors:
More sales are being made on the Internet – Before the Internet, people
primarily bought goods from retail establishments or through catalogs, both of
which collected and remitted sales taxes to the State. Now, many items can
be purchased over the Internet, and many of those transactions don’t result in
sales taxes being collected. An article in the January 2008 issue of Governing
magazine described Internet sales as a national problem, with the biggest
obstacle to taxing Internet transactions being the wide variety of sales tax
structures used by the individual states (and their localities).

A shift toward a more service-oriented economy – In the past, more of the
transactions that occurred in the Kansas economy involved the purchase of
agricultural or manufactured goods, which were subject to sales taxes. With the
shift toward a more service-oriented economy (e.g. professional services such
as accounting or legal services, or health and personal care services), sales
tax revenues haven’t kept up with the growth of the overall economy because
those services generally aren’t taxed. Based on the latest information reported
by the Federation of Tax Administrators, Kansas is one of 43 states not taxing
professional services.
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A proliferation of sales tax exemptions – Between 1985 and 2009, the number
of Kansas sales tax exemptions grew from 30 to almost 100, or more than triple.
Tax exemptions shrink the tax base from which sales taxes are collected.

Tax Credits and
Exemptions Enacted
Over the Years Have
Reduced the State’s
Potential Tax Revenues
Significantly

Tax revenues are generated by applying a rate to a taxable base. For
sales taxes, the rate is the State’s tax rate (currently set at 5.3%) and
the tax base is all taxable sales. For property taxes, various types of
real and personal property assessment rates are set out in the State’s
Constitution to establish the assessed values (the tax base). For
property tax, the assessed real and personal property values make up
the tax base, while the mill levy is the rate.
Granting sales or property tax exemptions takes certain transactions
out of the tax base, which reduces its size. When that happens, the
same tax rate applied to the smaller tax base results in reduced tax
revenues.
For the State to generate the same amount of tax revenue as before,
the remaining taxable sales and property must be taxed at a higher rate
than they otherwise would have been. People or businesses that pay
those higher taxes end up subsidizing those who benef tted directly
from the exemptions.
For income taxes, the base is all taxable individual or corporate
income. Tax credits, which the government offers to try to induce
certain actions by the taxpayer, reduce income tax revenues because
they are subtracted directly from the amount of taxes due.
The number of enacted tax credits and sales and property tax
exemptions has grown since 1985. As Figure OV-3 on the next
page shows, between 1985 and 2009, the number of tax credits and
refund programs increased from 10 to 51 (this includes two tax credits
that haven’t expired, but funding for them has run out so they aren’t
available for new taxpayers). During that same time, the number of
sales tax exemptions increased from 30 to almost 100, and the number
of property tax exemptions more than doubled from 43 to more than
100.
Besides creating new credits and exemptions which is shown in Figure
OV-3, the Legislature also broadened existing ones. For example:
The 2006 Legislature increased the Adoption Tax Credit (which reimbursed the
taxpayer 25% of adoption expenses) to 50% for expenditures relating to adopting
a Kansas resident child, and to 75% for adopting a Kansas resident child with
special needs.
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Figure OV-3
Number of Tax Credits, Sales Tax Exemptions, and Property Tax Exemptions
Enacted in Kansas Law (1985-2009)
60

Tax Credits (a)
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Sales Tax Exemptions (b)
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(a) This analysis includes six credits that were created and expired during this time period. In 2009, 51 tax
credits/refund programs include two credits that haven't expired, but funding has run out so they aren't available
for new taxpayers.
(b) This analysis doesn't include three sales tax exemptions that were created but expired during this time
period.
Source: LPA analysis of Kansas law and data provided by the Kansas Department of Revenue and the
Insurance Department.
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The 1977 sales tax exemption on prosthetic and orthopedic devices was
revised four times to include handicap-accessible devices for cars in 1995;
mobility enhancing devices (which replaced orthopedic devices) in 2003;
hearing aids (including parts and batteries) in 2004; and oxygen delivery
equipment, kidney dialysis equipment, and enteral feeding systems in 2007.

In 1992, a property tax exemption on all farm machinery and equipment
(created in 1982) was revised to include all aquaculture and Christmas tree
machinery and equipment.

Lost revenues from tax credits and sales exemptions have
increased significantly over the past several years. Some credits
or exemptions have relatively modest effects on reducing revenues,
while others can have a much larger effect. For example, a sales
tax exemption on property and services purchased by non-prof t
homeless shelters (and any sales made by or on behalf of these
organizations), resulted in estimated forgone State sales tax revenues
of about $110,000 in f scal year 2009. In comparison, forgone
revenues from sales tax exemptions on prescription drugs were
estimated to be about $70 million for f scal year 2009.
Taken together, lost tax revenues from all the tax preferences studied
in this report signif cantly increased, as summarized below:
Tax Credits: Information on the amount of tax credits (and two refund
programs) is tracked by the Department of Revenue and the Insurance
Department as part of their processing of various income, privilege,
and premium tax returns. Based on that information, the State’s lost
revenues from tax credits and refund programs increased from about
$496 million in tax year 2004 to almost $669 million in 2007.
Sales Tax Exemptions: Forgone revenues from sales tax exemptions
exist only in the form of estimates, which the Department staff update
annually. For fiscal year 2003, sales tax exemptions totaled an
estimated $3 billion in forgone sales tax revenues, which had risen to
$4.2 billion by 2009 (a 41% increase). Sales tax revenues over that
period increased by only 7.8%.
Property Tax Exemptions: The Department doesn’t track the actual
or estimated cost of real and personal property tax exemptions enacted
in statute. That’s because property taxes are primarily a local revenue
source. However, summary information from the Department’s Division
of Property Valuation shows the appraised value of real estate exempt
from taxation was $24.4 billion in 2008, up from $19.4 billion in 2003.
This information doesn’t include the appraised value of personal
property exempt from taxation.

In addition to reducing revenues through tax credits and
exemptions, the Legislature has taken additional actions that
reduce State General Fund revenues. For example:
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The corporate franchise tax is being phased out: This initiative
started in tax year 2007. With its complete repeal in 2011, the lost
revenue that year will be an estimated $37 million.
The corporate income tax surcharge was reduced: The rate will drop
from 3.35% in tax year 2007 to 3% by tax year 2011. This change is
estimated to reduce tax receipts by almost $16 million in both tax years
2010 and 2011.
A portion of withholding taxes was diverted from the State General
Fund to be committed to Biosciences: The 2004 Kansas Legislature
established the Bioscience Development Investment Fund. For a
period of 15 years, a portion of the withholding taxes payable by certain
bioscience companies will go to that Fund rather than to the State
General Fund. Those withholding taxes will be used to fund bioscience
programs and repay bonds. The statute caps the cumulative payments
into this Fund at $581.8 million.

To curtail declining revenues, the 2009 Legislature implemented
temporary strategies to reduce the cost of tax credits over the
next two years. Known as the “haircut” legislation, tax credit costs
were curbed as follows:
The Film Production Tax Credit was suspended for tax years 2009 and
2010.
A temporary cap of $3.75 million in both fiscal years 2010 and 2011 was
placed on the Historic Preservation Tax Credit (discussed in more detail
in Question 2).
For all other tax credits (except for the Earned Income Tax Credit, Child
Dependant Care Tax Credit, Food Sales Tax Refund Program, Credit for
Taxes Paid to Other States, and the Homestead Property Tax Refund
Program, and credits solely processed at the Insurance Department),
the legislation reduced new credit amounts by 10% for tax years 2009
and 2010.
Carry-forward amounts from credits taxpayers claimed before 2009 also
were reduced by 10%, but the taxpayer will be able to claim those “lost”
amounts in tax year 2011 and beyond.

Various Legislative or
Review Committees
Have Studied Issues
Related to State’s Tax
System in the Past

The 2002 Legislature frequently discussed the elimination of sales
tax exemptions as a way of f nding additional revenues needed as a
result of the recession that began in 2001. Ultimately it raised the
sales tax rate from 4.9% to 5.3% and created the Special Committee
on Assessment and Taxation, which met several times to discuss
repealing various sales tax exemptions.
The Committee didn’t propose specif c legislation, but encouraged
the 2003 Legislature to conduct a global study of Kansas’ overall
State and local tax policy and structure. The Committee also asked

10
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the Department of Revenue to work on continuing to update f scal
notes associated with removing sales tax exemptions and with
extending the sales tax to previously untaxed services.
Since that time, a number of committees have reviewed various
policy concerns related to the erosion of tax base and other tax
issues. Here’s a summary of these activities:
The 2004 Special Committee on Assessment and Taxation
discussed the confidentiality and disclosure of tax information. The
Committee recommended the introduction of a bill, endorsing a
proposal on relaxing certain confidentiality provisions. The same
Committee heard a Department of Revenue summary on corporate
income tax receipts. In that information, the Department noted the
U.S. Supreme Court’s opinion that tax exemptions and tax deductibility
are a form of subsidy that is administered through the tax system.
A tax exemption has much the same effect as a cash grant to the
organization of the amount of tax it would have to pay on its income.
The 2005 Special Committee on Assessment and Taxation was
tasked with an analysis of State and local tax policy, which included
discussions of the tax mix, concerns about mill levy increases in rural
areas, tax base erosion, growing State and local debt, and a declining
elasticity of State General Fund tax receipts due to growing earmarks
and shift towards a service industry. The Committee also received
11 tax policy objectives that had been recommended by the 1995
Governor’s Tax Equity Task Force, which included such things as
keeping the administration of the tax system fair and efficient. Among
other things, the Committee recommended for the Department of
Revenue to conduct additional studies on the tax base erosion.
The 2006 Special Committee on Assessment and Taxation was
tasked with reviewing the latest research on erosion of sales and
property tax bases. As part of the hearings, the Committee received
several studies that had been commissioned by the Department of
Revenue. Among other things, the Committee strongly recommended
that six specific questions relating to justification of any new exemptions
be answered by all parties seeking sales tax exemption legislation (e.g.
Does the exemption establish an unfair competitive advantage for one
entity over another?).
The 2007 Special Committee on Assessment and Taxation again
reviewed sales tax exemptions. The Committee reviewed the findings
of an extensive review by the Joint Committee on State Tax Structure,
often referred to as the Hodge Commission. The Committee also
learned about more recent developments with regard to granting a
number of exemptions to specifically named organizations, granting
exemptions not only on purchases but also on sales, and allowing
exemptions on behalf of an organization. The Committee strongly
recommended the Legislature consider establishing objective standards
for granting sales tax exemptions, and a working-group to develop an
audit scope statement for the Legislative Division of Post Audit.
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Recently, the Kansas Advisory Council on Intergovernmental
Relations (KACIR) released a tax policy evaluation guide for
legislators to use when considering tax policy changes. During
2002, the Legislature created the KACIR to continuously study the
State and local tax structure and the revenue requirements and f scal
policies of the State and its local units of government. The Council’s
15 members consist of off cials from the executive and legislative
branches of government and from school districts.
Together with the Department of Revenue, the Council commissioned
various comprehensive tax studies. In September 2009, the Council
released a “Tax-Base Policy Evaluation Guide” for legislators to use
when considering tax policy changes.

A Number of Legitimate
Reasons Exist For
Allowing Certain Entities
Or Transactions
Not To Be Taxed

Generally speaking, the fairest tax system is one that can be
uniformly applied to the broadest base of people, goods, and services.
According to the literature we reviewed, exemptions from taxation
should be the exception, not the rule. When granting tax credits or
exemptions, policymakers should consider whether the benef t to the
public is worth the tax revenue that is lost, or worth making other
taxpayers pay more to make up the difference.
As noted earlier, Kansas currently has hundreds of tax credits and
sales and property tax exemptions. There was no way we could
conduct cost-benef t analyses on all these tax preferences for this
audit within a reasonable timeframe, and for many of them the
necessary information wouldn’t have been available anyway. Instead,
we reviewed various studies on Kansas’ tax system, and one study
evaluating the effectiveness of two specif c tax credits.
We also reviewed the State Constitution and federal laws, tax policy
guidelines outlined by KACIR and the National Conference of State
Legislatures (NCSL), and other tax literature; talked to experts from
the National Tax Foundation, and from taxpayer advocacy groups
such as Americans for Prosperity; and interviewed off cials from
several State agencies and organizations and from neighboring states.
These efforts allowed us to identify various tax policy considerations
that policymakers need to take into account in deciding whether or
not to grant or maintain tax credits and exemptions. They generally
fell into three categories:
those things policymakers are required to exempt from taxation (such
as property tax exemptions required by the State Constitution)
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those things policymakers need to exempt from taxation (such as
exemptions that prevent the government from taxing itself)
those things policymakers decide from a public policy standpoint to
exempt from taxation (such as credits to encourage the development
of certain forms of energy, or exemptions that are intended to facilitate
the creation or retention of jobs). For these types of tax preferences, a
variety of factors have to be considered, such as whether the exemption
or credit significantly reduces the tax base, whether it helps minimize
the regressivity in the State’s tax system, whether it’s significant enough
to achieve the intended purpose, and the like.

Figure OV-4 on page 14 shows the tax policy considerations we
identif ed under these three categories. In drawing conclusions about
the tax credits and exemptions we reviewed, we applied these and
other tax policy considerations, and analyzed available data such as
usage and cost information.
Part I of this audit focused on tax credits. Part II, will focus on sales
tax exemptions, and Part III will focus on property tax exemptions..
Due to time constraints, we didn’t review exemptions related to motor
fuel or severance taxes. Other tax preferences or incentives, such as
deductions, abatements, or diversions that are offered by the State
were not part of this audit.
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Figure OV-4
Tax Policy Considerations Used To Evaluate Tax Preferences

A. Tax Preferences That Are Required by the State Constitution (Article 11(b)(2)):
All property used exclusively for State, county, municipal, literary, educational, scientific, religious, benevolent and
charitable purposes, farm machinery and equipment, merchant’s and manufacturer’s inventories and livestock and all
household goods and personal effects not used for the production of income.

B. Tax Preferences That Are Required by Federal Law:
1. Sales tax exemption on food stamps based on Federal Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. Paragraph 2013(a))
2. Sales tax exemption on products related to the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 (42 U.S.C. Paragraph 1786 (c)(4))
3. Tax exemptions related to property involved with Interstate Commerce

C. Tax Preferences That Tax Policies Suggest Need To Be Exempt from Taxation:
1. Goods and services purchased by government entities (taxing government entities would increase the cost of providing
government services)
2. Goods and services subject to another equivalent or “in lieu of” tax (avoids double taxation of products such as motor
fuel, which has an excise tax instead of a sales tax)
3. Items sold that aren’t a final sale to the consumer (maintains the sales tax as the final tax on consumption)
4. Isolated or occasional sales (relieves the seller of the administrative burden of collecting/filing taxes for things like
garage sales, flea markets or bazaars.)

D. Tax Preferences That Are Made as a Matter of Public Policy:
I. Examples of Tax Policy Considerations That Can Favor Having a Tax Preference:
1. Promoting broad-based equity (e.g., exempting the sale of mobile homes from sales tax because other residential
home sales aren’t subject to sales tax)
2. Promoting a broad-based tax structure that benefits the public at large (e.g., a tax structure that’s balanced and
diversified and provides adequate revenues to finance public services over time)
3. Minimizing regressivity in the State’s tax system to reduce the tax burden on the poor (e.g., providing refunds to lowincome taxpayers for food sales because they pay proportionally more of their income on food than other taxpayers)
4. Reducing market barriers to accomplishing a goal that would benefit the broader public (e.g., providing a tax credit
for companies to offer health insurance benefits that they otherwise wouldn’t offer because of high costs)
5. Encouraging economic growth and development (e.g., creating incentives for companies to create or retain jobs that
otherwise wouldn’t occur)
6. Staying competitive with other states (or countries for global enterprises) that have a tax preference, to guard against
significant loss of sales or business (e.g., offering economic development credits or property tax exemptions for
businesses looking to expand or relocate)
7. Subsidizing certain activities that reduce the services or costs that government otherwise would have to provide
(e.g., offering a tax credit to help fund deferred maintenance costs for universities)

II. Examples of Tax Policy Considerations That Can Favor Not Having a Tax Preference:
1. The purpose or goal of the tax preference can’t be clearly articulated or measured
2. The tax preference isn’t likely to achieve the public policy goal, or evidence shows it isn’t achieving that goal (e.g.,
tax preference isn’t being used, or likely is too small to cause the entity or individual to take the action)
3. The cost of the tax preference to the State can’t be measured, or evidence shows the cost is greater than expected,
or more than policymakers are willing to fund
4. The cost of the tax preference is greater than the benefits the State receives in return
5. The tax preference is too narrow, favoring selected industries, entities, or activities over others without a clear reason
for doing so
6. The tax preference creates unfair competition between similar entities
7. The tax preference significantly erodes the State’s tax base
8. The tax preference has a significant negative effect on local tax revenues
9. The tax preference is an inefficient or ineffective way of accomplishing the public policy goal (e.g., 100% tax credit for
select entities, instead of funding the activity through a direct appropriation)
10. The industry is regulated by the State and can recover the necessary costs of doing business from customers and is
provided a certain profit through regulated rate of return set by the State
11. The tax preference creates difficulties in administering it because of how it’s designed or because it leads to
confusion of who can benefit from it.
Source: LPA review of tax policy literature, Kansas Constitution, and federal laws.
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Question 1: Does Kansas Have Tax Credits That Aren’t Accomplishing Their
Intended Purpose or Have Outlived Their Usefulness?
Answer in Brief:

Kansas currently has 47 tax credits and two tax refund programs.
In all, 13 of the 47 tax credits currently available in Kansas were
enacted between 2006 and 2009, and therefore were too new for us
to evaluate. After applying various tax policy considerations and
reviewing available data for the remaining 34 credits and two refund
programs, we identified eight tax credits, the Legislature may want
to repeal, primarily because minimal or declining use over time
suggests they aren’t fulfilling their purposes. Another seven of the
credit or refund programs—while they may be accomplishing their
intended purposes—could be modified to bring them more in line
with similar credits in some neighboring states, or because taxpayers
get both a tax credit and a tax deduction for the same investment.
Finally, we identified 12 tax credits the Legislature should review,
primarily to ensure they provide the right balance between the
Legislature’s public policy goals and State funding needs. We also
identified problems with the accuracy of tax credit information
produced by the Department of Revenue, and found that Kansas lacks
a good system for reviewing and evaluating tax credits. These and
related findings will be discussed in more detail in the sections that
follow.

Kansas Currently
Has 47 Tax Credits
And Two Tax
Refund Programs

Most states, as well as the federal government, provide tax credits
to encourage taxpayers to perform certain actions, such as making
investments in certain companies, installing energy-eff ciency
features, and the like. When taxpayers take that action and receive
the tax credit, they can claim it to reduce their tax liabilities. Tax
credits are different from deductions in that the amount of credit is
subtracted directly from the amount of taxes owed—on a dollar-fordollar basis.
Tax credits can come in several different types, as described below:
Refundable Credits: If the amount of the credit earned exceeds the
amount of tax the taxpayer owes, the Department of Revenue pays out
the unused portion of the credit in the form of a refund.
Non-Refundable Credits: If the amount of the credit earned exceeds
the amount of tax the taxpayer owes, depending on how the credit is
structured, the unused portions of the credit either will be forfeited or will
have to be carried forward to be applied to future years’ tax liabilities.
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Carry-Forward Credits: These credits allow taxpayers to apply any
unused portions of the tax credit to future years’ tax liabilities. Limits
may be placed on the number of years a credit can be carried forward.
Transferable Credits: Such credits can be sold or given to other
taxpayers, who can use them to reduce their tax liability. Generally
when credits are transferred, they are sold to another taxpayer for less
than the full value of the credit. Question 2 discusses these types of tax
credits in detail.

Tax credits can contain a mix of these features. For example, a credit
may be non-refundable and allowed to be carried forward.
Kansas has 47 tax credits and two tax refund programs—the
Homestead Property Tax Refund and the Food Sales Tax Refund—
currently available to Kansas taxpayers. The Department of Revenue
is responsible for processing income and privilege tax returns for
individuals, corporations, and f nancial institutions.
In lieu of corporate income tax, insurance companies pay premium
taxes on taxable premiums they collect for policies written in Kansas.
By law, premium taxes are collected by the Insurance Department.
Based on information from the National Association of Insurance
Commissioners, Kansas is one of 31 states in which the Insurance
Department collects premium taxes.
Of the available 47 tax credits and two refund programs:


39 tax credits and two refund programs are available to individuals,
corporations or financial institutions, and the Department of Revenue
processes and tracks these tax preferences.



Eight credits are specifically insurance-related and therefore are
processed and tracked solely at the Insurance Department. Most of
these insurance-related tax credits are in place to help off-set various
fees or assessments insurance companies pay to help fund such things
as the Fire Marshal’s Office, medical expenses for high-risk individuals,
or liabilities for companies that become insolvent.



Twelve credits are available to individuals, corporations, financial
institutions, and insurance companies, and therefore are processed by
both, the Department of Revenue and the Insurance Department.

Figure 1-1 on pages 17-22 provides summary information for all 47
tax credits and two refund programs.
Appendix B provides more detail about these 49 tax preferences such
as whether they’re refundable or allowed to be carried forward, and
who can take these credits and refunds.
16
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Purpose of Credit

17% of the federal earned income tax credit.

Implied: To encourage investment in
a Kansas business that will result in
the hiring of employees as a direct
result of that investment.

Implied: To encourage economic
25% of the taxes levied.
development by reducing the property
tax burden on certain business
equipment.
Implied: To encourage investment in 75% of the amount invested.
the Kansas Center for
Max of $50,000 per claimant per year; $2 million
Entrepreneurship.
per year for the credit.

6. Business & Job Development Credit (K.S.A. 79-32,153; K.S.A. 7932,160a)
Tax credit for any qualified revenue-producing business that makes an
investment in the facility and hires at least two employees as a result of that
investment.

7. Business Machinery & Equipment Credit (K.S.A. 79-32,206)
Tax credit is for property taxes levied and paid by a for-profit business on
qualifying commercial and industrial machinery and equipment.

8. Center for Entrepreneurship Credit (K.S.A. 74-99c01 et seq)
Tax credit for an investor's cash or property contribution greater than $250 to
the Kansas Center for Entrepreneurship, which must distribute the funds to
regional or local community agencies to be used in rural or distressed Kansas
communities.

Implied: To encourage the
development of the Kansas
agritourism industry.

5. Agritourism Liability Insurance Credit (K.S.A. 74-50,173)
Tax credit for the liability insurance cost incurred by registered agritourism
operators who operate an agritourism activity.

Between $100-$1,000 for each $100,000 of
qualified investments in business facilities,
depending on the type and location of the
business, plus between $100-$2,500 per qualified
employee hired as a result of the investment,
depending on type and location of the business.

20% of the cost incurred up to $2,000; allowed
only for the first five taxable years the taxpayer's
business is in operation

Statutory: K.S.A. 74-8131: To
facilitate the availability of equity
investment in businesses in the early
stages of commercial development
and to assist in the creation and
expansion of Kansas businesses,
which create jobs/wealth.

4. Angel Investor Credit (K.S.A. 74-8131 et seq)
Tax credit for a cash investment in the qualified securities of a Kansas
business that has applied and been approved by the Kansas Technology
Enterprise Corporation as a "qualified business." The investment must be
made by an accredited angel investor (someone of high net worth, and who
seeks high returns through private investments in start-up companies and may
seek active involvement in business, such as consulting and mentoring the
entrepreneur).

50% of the amount invested. Can't exceed
$50,000 per investment, or $250,000 per investor
per year. Statewide annual max is $6 million for
tax years 2008 to 2016

Implied: To provide property tax relief A sliding schedule of property tax or rent payment
deductions based on varying degrees of the
to low-income households.
taxpayers' household income. Max of $700 per
household/year.

Business or Economic Development-Related Credits

3. Homestead Property Tax Refund (K.S.A. 79-4501 et seq)
Refund for property taxes based on qualifying income and property tax or rent
expenditures. The credit is limited to taxpayers with low household income.

Amount of Credit Authorized,
and Limits

Implied: To provide sales tax relief on For tax year 2009, $84 per exemption for
taxpayers claiming income between $0 - $15,950,
food expenses to certain low-income
and $41 per exemption for income between
individuals or families.
$15,951 and $31,900.

Implied: To provide tax relief to low2. Earned Income Tax Credit (K.S.A. 79-32,205)
Tax credit for the earned income credit allowed on a taxpayer's federal income income individuals or families.
tax return. (The federal credit is based on number of dependent children
claimed and qualifying income levels).

1. Food Sales Tax Refund (K.S.A. 79-3635)
Refund based on sales tax expenditures for food purchases by individuals or
families meeting residency and income guidelines, as well as certain
requirements as to age, disability, or claiming dependent children.

Assistance for Low-Income Individuals Credits/Refunds

Tax Credit or Refund Program

Figure 1-1
Summary of Kansas Tax Credits or Refund Programs Currently Available

2005--no
statutory
end

1998--no
statutory
end

1976--no
statutory
end

2004--no
statutory
end

2005-2016

1970--no
statutory
end

1998--no
statutory
end

1978--no
statutory
end

Effective
Dates of
Credit

86

10,450

567

21

68

78,601

197,810

321,033

$943,357

$36,660,888

$11,289,879

$3,681

$1,127,736

$20,706,262

$62,368,216

$41,231,265

Tax Year 2007
# of
Cost to the
filers
State
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Implied: To encourage investment in
research and development.

Implied: To encourage the creation of 100% of the amount attributable to the retirement
of indebtedness. Statewide max of $500,000 per
water, airport, land transportation, or
year.
railroad port authorities for economic
development purposes.
Implied: To encourage small
For employers establishing a plan or making
employers to provide health insurance contributions to a savings account after December
to their employees or to contribute to a 31, 2004, the tax credits are variable.
Health Savings Account for their
employees.
Implied: To encourage economic
development by reducing the property
tax burden on certain business
equipment.

14. Research & Development Credit (K.S.A. 79-32,182 & 182b)
Tax credit for qualifying expenditures in research and development activities
conducted in Kansas.

15. Single City Port Authority Credit (K.S.A. 79-32,212)
Tax credit for the retirement of indebtedness authorized by a single city port
authority.

16. Small Employer Health Benefit Plan Credit (K.S.A. 40-2246)
Tax credit to small employers (2-50 employees) that provide health insurance
plan or contribute to a health savings account for eligible covered employees.

17. Telecommunications & Railroad Credit (K.S.A. 79-32,206 & 210)
Tax credit for telecommunications and railroad property taxes levied on
qualifying machinery and equipment in tax years starting in 2001 for
telecommunications and tax years starting in 2005 for railroads.

For telecommunications companies, the credit
equals the differential between property taxes at
the 33% assessment rate versus a 25%
assessment rate.
For railroad companies, it's 25% of the property
taxes levied.

6.5% of the difference between the current year
research and development expenditures and the
average expenditures of the past 3 years.

Implied: To encourage education and 75% of the amount contributed.
assistance to small Kansas
businesses.

13. Regional Foundation Credit (K.S.A. 74-50,154)
Tax credit for cash or property donations greater than $250 to an organization
designated as a Regional Foundation by the Department of Commerce.
Funds must be used for economic and leadership development.

Implied: To help employers with the Amount of insurance paid by the employer during
12. National Guard Employer Insurance Credit (K.S.A. 79-32,213)
Tax credit for employers of National Guard members or officers that provide
cost of insurance for employees called the period the National Guard officer or member is
on State active duty longer than 30 days.
health insurance during time of State active duty for those members or officers. to military duty.

For the training portion, the amount of
training/education investment that exceeds 2% of
total payroll costs, not to exceed $50,000. For the
investment portion, 10% of the business facility
investment amount that exceeds $50,000.

Implied: To encourage the production 30% of direct production expenditures.
of films in Kansas.

10. Film Production Credit (K.S.A. 79-32,257 et seq)
Tax credit for the direct production expenditures made by an eligible film
production company. The expenditures must be made in Kansas.

Implied: To encourage increased
11. High Performance Incentive Program Credit (K.S.A. 74-50,131 et seq
and 79-32,160a(e))
investments in worker training and
A tax credit for qualified for-profit firms paying higher-than-average wages that facilities.
participate in certain worker training programs, or make facility investments.

Effective
Dates of
Credit

2001/2005no statutory
end

1992--no
statutory
end

2002-2021

1988--no
statutory
end

2004-2012

2002--no
statutory
end

1993--no
statutory
end

2007-2012

Up to 10% of the amount invested, reduced by any
payments the taxpayer receives from other
2008-2010
assistance programs the State offers.

Amount of Credit Authorized,
and Limits

Implied: To provide an incentive to
rebuild in certain declared disaster
communities.

Purpose of Credit

9. Declared Disaster Capital Investment Credit (K.S.A. 79-32,262)
Tax credit for taxpayers making capital investments in businesses located in
specific declared disaster areas.

Business or Economic Development-Related Credits

Tax Credit or Refund Program

Figure 1-1
Summary of Kansas Tax Credits or Refund Programs Currently Available

108

130

0

179

50

0

133

<5 filers

n/a

$2,837,173

$378,648

$0

$2,318,479

$717,756

$0

$37,436,037

confidential

n/a

Tax Year 2007
# of
Cost to the
filers
State
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Implied: To encourage the production 10% of the first $250 million, and 5% of qualified
investments exceeding $250 million. The credit
of nitrogen fertilizer in Kansas using
must be taken in 10 annual installments.
alternative energy sources.

21. Nitrogen Fertilizer Plant Credit (K.S.A. 79-32,228 et seq)
Tax credit for qualifying expenditures made in constructing a new integrated
coal or coke gasification nitrogen fertilizer plant, or at least 20% capacity
expansion of an existing plant.

Implied: To encourage the
construction of infrastructure to move
energy products within Kansas.

10% of the first $250 million, and 5% of the
investments exceeding $250 million. The credit
must be taken in 10 annual installments.

2006-2010

2006-2010

25. Abandoned Well Plugging Credit (K.S.A. 79-32,207)
Tax credit for a taxpayers' expenditures to plug abandoned oil or gas wells
drilled before 1970 that are located on the taxpayers' land.

Environmental-Related Credits
Implied: To encourage owners to
"plug" wells that are no longer
producing to prevent underground
water contamination.

Statewide max of $250,000 per year.

50% of the qualifying expenditures.

1998--no
statutory
end

24. Renewable Electric Cogeneration Facility Credit (K.S.A. 79-32,245 et Implied: To encourage use of
10% of the first $50 million, and 5% of the qualified
seq)
renewable energy in business facilities. investments exceeding $50 million. The credit
must be taken in 10 annual installments.
Tax credit for qualifying expenditures made in constructing a new facility which
2007-2011
generates electricity using renewable energy resources or technologies.

23. Qualifying Pipeline Credit (K.S.A. 79-32,223 et seq)
Tax credit for qualifying expenditures made in constructing a new qualifying
pipeline. The pipeline must be located in Kansas, be at least 190 miles in
length, used to transport crude oil or natural gas, and certain processing
facilities must have access to it.

Implied: To encourage the
10% of the first $250 million, and 5% of the
22. Petroleum Refinery Credit (K.S.A. 79-32,217 et seq)
Tax credit for qualifying expenditures made in constructing a new refinery, or at construction or expansion of refineries qualified investments exceeding $250 million. The
credit must be taken in 10 annual installments.
least 10% capacity expansion of an existing plant.
in Kansas.

2006-2010

2006-2010

Implied: To encourage the creation of 10% of the first $250 million, and 5% of the
qualified investments exceeding $250 million. The
energy in Kansas.
credit must be taken in 10 annual installments.

20. Integrated Coal Gasification Power Plant Credit (K.S.A. 79-32,238 et
seq)
Tax credit for qualifying expenditures made in constructing a new integrated
coal gasification power plant, or expanding capacity of at least 10% at an
existing plant.

10% of the first $250 million, and 5% of the
qualified investments exceeding $250 million. The
credit must be taken in 10 annual installments.
2006-2010

Effective
Dates of
Credit

Implied: To encourage use of
19. Biomass-to-Energy Credit (K.S.A. 79-32,233 et seq)
Tax credit for qualifying expenditures made in constructing a new facility, or at biomass fuel in business facilities.
least a 10% expansion of an existing plant.
Qualified facilities are those that produce energy from organic matter available
on a renewable or recurring basis, including solid and liquid organic waste, but
excluding petroleum oil, natural gas, coal and lignite, products, and corn or
grain sorghum suitable for human consumption.

Amount of Credit Authorized,
and Limits

2007-2011

Purpose of Credit

18. Biofuel Storage & Blending Equipment (K.S.A.79-32,251 et seq)
Implied: To encourage the use of
10% of the first $10 million, and 5% of qualified
Tax credit for a qualified expenditures to purchase, construct, or install
alternative energy by reducing related investments exceeding $10 million. The credit
must be taken in 10 annual installments.
equipment that is used to store and blend petroleum-based fuel and biodiesel, equipment costs.
ethanol or other biofuel, and is installed at a fuel terminal, refinery, or biofuel
production plant.

Energy-Related Credits

Tax Credit or Refund Program

Figure 1-1
Summary of Kansas Tax Credits or Refund Programs Currently Available

<5 filers

0

0

<5 filers

0

0

0

0

confidential

$0

$0

confidential

$0

$0

$0

$0

Tax Year 2007
# of
Cost to the
filers
State
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Implied: To encourage statutory
compliance with management and
disposal of swine waste.

Implied: To defray the costs of
25% of the taxpayer's federal adoption tax credit
adoption, and to encourage adoptions. (50% for Kansas resident child, 75% for KS
resident child with special needs); plus an
additional $1,500 credit for adopting an SRS
custody child, or a child with special needs.
Implied: To stimulate contributions to 25% of the amount contributed.
eligible families or individuals to use for
purchasing assistive technology
products.

Implied: To provide tax relief to lowincome families with child care
expenses.

28. Swine Facility Improvement Credit (K.S.A. 79-32,204)
Tax credit for the costs incurred for making required capital improvements (to
be certified by KDHE) to a qualified swine facility.

29. Adoption Credit (K.S.A. 79-32,202)
Tax credit for expenses taxpayers incur when adopting a child.

30. Assistive Technology Contribution Credit (K.S.A. 65-7101 et seq)
Tax credit for persons or entities making contributions to an individual
development account reserve fund. Only families or individuals whose
household income is less than or equal to 300% of the federal poverty level
may open an individual development account.

31. Child Dependent Care Credit (K.S.A. 79-32,111a)
Tax credit for child/dependent care expenses allowed on a taxpayer's federal
income tax return.

Implied: To encourage employers to
provide day care assistance for its
employees' children, benefitting
working parents with children.

Implied: To provide incentives to
make homes/facilities accessible to
persons with disabilities.

32. Child Day Care Assistance Credit (K.S.A. 79-32,190)
Tax credit for paying for, providing, or locating child day care services for
employees, or for providing facilities and equipment for day care services for
employees.

33. Disabled Access Credit (K.S.A. 79-32,176 and K.S.A. 79-1117)
Tax credit for certain expenditures to make all or any portion of an existing
residence or business facility accessible to persons with a disability.

Social Service-Related Credits

Implied: To encourage refineries to
remain compliant with environmental
standards.

27. Environmental Compliance Credit (K.S.A. 79-32,222)
Tax credit for the qualifying expenditures necessary for an existing refinery to
comply with federal or State environmental standards.

Residence Access: Credit allows up to $9,000 on
a sliding schedule based on the taxpayers'
adjusted gross income of $55,000 or less.
Employment Access: 50% of a business facility's
expenditures for modifications, up to $10,000.

30% of qualifying expenditures when providing or
locating child day care services.

50% (30%) of qualifying expenditures for
establishing and operating a child day care facility
in the initial (subsequent) year(s).

25% of the federal child care credit.

50% of the costs incurred.

100% of the qualifying expenditures.

40% of expenditures for fueling stations
established after 2005.

40% for new vehicles purchased after 2005, or up
to $750 for vehicles for which the credit hadn't
been previously used.

Amount of Credit Authorized,
and Limits

Implied: To encourage the purchase
and use of environmental friendly
vehicles and creation of alternativefuel fueling stations.

Purpose of Credit

26. Alternative Fuel Tax Credit (K.S.A. 79-32,201)
Tax credit for expenditures for qualified alternative-fueled motor vehicles
licensed in Kansas, and expenditures for qualified alternative-fuel fueling
stations that were placed into service.

Tax Credit or Refund Program

Figure 1-1
Summary of Kansas Tax Credits or Refund Programs Currently Available

1997--no
statutory
end

1990--no
statutory
end

1978--no
statutory
end

2003--no
statutory
end

1997--no
statutory
end

1998--no
statutory
end

2007--no
statutory
end

1996--no
statutory
end

Effective
Dates of
Credit

58

7

73,492

0

1,121

0

0

74

$77,842

$79,119

$9,447,143

$0

$1,258,989

$0

$0

$163,703

Tax Year 2007
# of
Cost to the
filers
State
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Implied: To prevent double taxation of The credit amount depends on the amount the
taxpayer pays to the other state and the amount
income.
the taxpayer would have paid in Kansas.
Implied: To help defray costs that
ultimately would be the State's
responsibility to cover.

37. Credit for Taxes Paid to Other States (K.S.A. 79-32,111)
Tax credit for income taxes paid to another state by a Kansas resident.

38. Deferred Maintenance Credit (K.S.A. 79-32,261)
Tax credit for contributions to defray the cost of capital improvements,
equipment, or deferred maintenance at Kansas community colleges, technical
colleges, or post-secondary educational institutions.

50% of the amount contributed.

Statutory: K.S.A. 79-32,211a: To
encourage the restoration,
preservation or operation of historic
sites.
Statutory: K.S.A. 79-32,242: To
encourage contributions to fund
education and training for police and
law enforcement officers.

40. Historic Site Contribution Credit (K.S.A. 79-32,211a)
Tax credit for contributions of at least $1,000 to a historic site that's owned by
the State or a 501(c)(3) organization to restore, preserve, operate the site, or to
establish or maintain an endowment to provide for the future stability of such
site.

41. Law Enforcement Training Center Credit (K.S.A. 79-32,242)
Tax credit for any business or individual making cash contributions to the
Kansas Law Enforcement Training Center to provide programs/instructional
courses for police and law enforcement officers.

50% of the amount contributed.

25% of the cost incurred over $5,000, or 30% for
historic structures that are aren't income producing
and owned by a 501c(3) organization.

Implied: To encourage the
39. Historic Preservation Credit (K.S.A. 79-32,211)
Tax credit for qualified expenditures of at least $5,000 to restore a federally
preservation of historic buildings and
certified historic structure, a structure that's individually listed on the Register of districts in Kansas.
Kansas Historic Places, or one that's located and contributes to a district listed
on the Register of Kansas Historic Places.

60% of the amount contributed to a community
college. or technical college;
50% of the amount contributed to any of seven
universities.

70% of the amount contributed for businesses in
rural communities making the donation to a
community service organization or governmental
entity located in the rural community, and 50% for
all others.

Implied: To encourage investment in
various not-for-profit community
service organizations that in turn will
benefit the communities in which they
are located.

36. Community Service Contribution Credit (K.S.A. 79-32,195 et seq)
Tax credit for business firms making contributions of $250 or more to a
qualified 501(c)(3) community service organization or governmental entity that
provides an approved service program in the areas of education, social
services, crime prevention services, or health care services.

Other Credits

70% of the financial assistance provided.
Implied: To help defray the State's
cost of providing temporary assistance
for families.

35. Temporary Assistance to Families Contribution Credit
(K.S.A. 79-32,200 and K.S.A. 39-7,132)
Tax credit for financial assistance provided to a person otherwise eligible to
receive Temporary Assistance for Families through SRS.

Amount of Credit Authorized,
and Limits

Implied: To help raise funds for
50% of the amount contributed.
eligible families and individuals to help
pay for such things as housing or
education.

Purpose of Credit

34. Individual Development Account Credit (K.S.A. 74-50,201 et seq)
Tax credit for contributions to an individual development account reserve fund
created by an approved community based organization. A family or individual
whose household income is less than or equal to 200% of the federal poverty
level may open an individual development account for expenditures such as
housing or education.

Tax Credit or Refund Program

Figure 1-1
Summary of Kansas Tax Credits or Refund Programs Currently Available

2006--no
statutory
end

2007--2012

2001--no
statutory
end

2008-2012

1967--no
statutory
end

1994--no
statutory
end

1994--no
statutory
end

2005--no
statutory
end

Effective
Dates of
Credit

<5 filers

<5 filers

269

n/a

141,746

824

0

<5 filers

confidential

confidential

$8,459,340

n/a

$354,407,352

$2,909,127

$0

confidential

Tax Year 2007
# of
Cost to the
filers
State
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Based on total premiums written by the company
and the maximum premiums allowed. Credit can't
exceed $30,000.

49. Small Insurance Business Credit (K.S.A. 40-252e)
A credit against premium tax liability for foreign or domestic insurance
companies who write less than $15 million in premiums in all states.

Source: Review of Kansas Statutes Annotated and additional information from the Department of Revenue and the Insurance Department

20% of the assessment amount for the first five
years after payment.

48. Property & Casualty Insurance Guaranty Assn Credit
(K.S.A. 40-2906a)
Credit for an assessment paid by a member insurance company to the
Insurance Guaranty Association. The assessment helps cover claims if an
insurance company becomes insolvent.
Implied: To provide help to small
companies.

20% of the assessment amount for the first five
years after payment.

47. Life & Health Insurance Guaranty Assn Credit (K.S.A. 40-3016)
Credit for an assessment paid by a member insurance company to the Life
and Health Insurance Guaranty Association. The assessment helps cover
claims if an insurance company becomes insolvent.

46. Insurance Dept Service Regulation Fund Credit (K.S.A. 40-112)
A fee that can be assessed against all insurance companies (by group) to
provide funding for operations of the Kansas Insurance Department.
If other states assess a retaliatory fee against Kansas insurance companies
because the Kansas assessment is greater, a credit can be taken by the
Kansas insurance companies.

60% of the assessment amount.

45. Health Insurance Association Assessment Credit (K.S.A. 40-2121)
A credit for an assessment paid by insurance companies to create funding for
medical expenses for high-risk individuals who have trouble obtaining
insurance.

Implied: To help keep the premium
tax rate close to 2% by allowing credits
for other assessments or taxes
insurance companies pay.
100% of any retaliatory fee paid to another State.
Credit can't exceed 90% of tax due in Kansas.

100% of annual taxes paid by both Kansas and
out-of-State insurance companies.

44. Fire Marshal Credit (K.S.A. 40-252)
Each year a 1.25% tax is applied to fire and lightening insurance premiums
companies collect from policies they write in Kansas. The tax provides funding
for support of the Fire Marshal's Office (0.8%), the Emergency Medical
Services Board (0.25%), and the Fire Service Training Program at the
University of Kansas (0.2%). This credit allows insurance companies to reduce
their premium tax by the amount they pay into the specified funds.

15% of salaries paid to Kansas employees. The
credit can't reduce total premium taxes owed by
more than 1.125% (1% for affiliate companies).

Amount of Credit Authorized,
and Limits

For 2009 taxes, credit for Kansas companies is
45% of taxes paid; credit for foreign companies is
19% of taxes paid.

Implied: To provide an incentive to
hire Kansas employees or for a
company to locate in Kansas.

Purpose of Credit

43. Firefighter's Relief Fund Credit (K.S.A. 40-252)
Each year a 2% tax is applied to fire and lightening insurance premiums
insurance companies collect from policies they write in Kansas, and the money
goes to the Firefighter's Relief Fund. This credit allows insurance companies
to reduce their premium tax by a percentage of the amount they pay into the
Firefighter's Relief Fund.

42. Credit for Salaries Paid to Kansas Employees (K.S.A. 40-252d)
A credit against premium tax liability for salaries paid to Kansas employees.
Through the allowable "affiliate" provision, a credit potentially can be shared
with a company that doesn't have Kansas employees.

Insurance Company-Related Credits

Tax Credit or Refund Program

Figure 1-1
Summary of Kansas Tax Credits or Refund Programs Currently Available

1998--no
statutory
end

1976--no
statutory
end

1972--no
statutory
end

1992--no
statutory
end

1992--no
statutory
end

1970--no
statutory
end

1970--no
statutory
end

1998--no
statutory
end

Effective
Dates of
Credit

12

389

14

0

97

418

418

350

$51,895

$7,092,410

$44,630

$0

$8,663,699

$5,858,721

$2,214,366

$49,923,466

Tax Year 2007
# of
Cost to the
filers
State

Records Show That
Tax Credit and
Refund Programs
Cost the State
$669 Million in
Forgone Revenues
In 2007

At the time we did our audit work, f scal year 2007 was the latest year
for which complete tax credit information was available. Although
2008 returns were due in April 2009, Department of Revenue off cials
told us many businesses and high-income individuals ask for a sixmonth extension to f le. As a result, their returns wouldn’t come in
until fall 2009, and weren’t processed at the time we asked for the
data. Without those returns, the information for 2008 would have
been incomplete.
Based on records from the Department of Revenue and the Insurance
Department, the State’s cost for tax credits and refund programs
increased by about 35%, from about $496 million in tax year 2004 to
almost $669 million in 2007. Figure 1-2 on pages 24-25 details this
information for that four-year time period.
Things to note about Figure 1-2:
The Credit for Taxes Paid to Other States is the largest single
credit. Total amounts taxpayers claimed for this credit in 2007 were
more than $354 million or about 53% of the total claimed from all credits
and refund programs. According to Tax Foundation officials, all states
that impose income taxes allow a similar credit to avoid double taxation
issues. Because this credit isn’t likely to be removed, and it increases
the totals by so much, we show the totals without this credit at the
bottom of the figure.
The second largest amount of forgone tax revenues is related to
the three items at the top of the figure that are designed to assist
low-income individuals. These three items are the Earned Income
Credit, the Food Sales Tax Refund and the Homestead Property Tax
Refund. Taken together, these three items account for about $124
million, or about 19%, of the total forgone revenue from tax credits.
The reported information about credits claimed in 2005 and
before may be incomplete. Department of Revenue officials told us
that’s because around 2004-2005, when it converted from manual
spreadsheets to databases to capture and track tax credits, some data
may have not gotten transferred completely. In addition, it took a while
for the Department’s tax processing staff to get used to capturing and
entering tax credits into these new databases.
The Credit For Salaries Paid To Kansas Employees makes up
about $50 million of the about $74 million in insurance-related tax
credits. In 1997, Kansas equalized its premium tax rates to 2% for
both in-State companies and those incorporated in other States to avoid
a potential lawsuit on violations of equal protection (in-State companies
had been previously paid only 1%). The salary credit of 15% on any
salaries for Kansas-based employees, up to certain caps, was enacted
to mitigate the rate increase that in-State companies would experience.
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Cost

Tax Year 2004
# of filers

183,853
76,801

2. Earned Income

3. Homestead Property Tax Refund

$17,175,429

$47,304,904

$34,633,666

133

11. High Performance Incentive Program (HPIP)

144

n/a
n/a
n/a

17. Telecommunications and Railroad

18. Biofuel Storage & Blending Equipment

19. Biomass-to-Energy

20. Integrated Coal Gasification Power Plant

n/a
n/a

22. Petroleum Refinery

23. Qualifying Pipeline

24. Renewable Electric Cogeneration Facility

7
30
n/a
0

25. Abandoned Well Plugging

26. Alternative Fuel Tax

27. Environmental Compliance

28. Swine Facility Improvement

Environmental-Related Credits

n/a
n/a

21. Nitrogen Fertilizer Plant

Energy-Related Credits

108

16. Small Employer Health Benefit Plan

244
<5 filers

15. Single City Port Authority

<5 filers

14. Research & Development

13. Regional Foundation

0

n/a

10. Film Production

12. National Guard Employer Insurance

n/a

9. Declared Disaster Capital Investment

$21,847,277

n/a

15,315

8. Center for Entrepreneurship

$14,973,617

825

6. Business & Job Development
7. Business Machinery & Equipment

n/a

25

$0

n/a

$197,591

$23,461

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

$972,492

$125,061

confidential

$992,716

confidential

$0

$20,908,359

n/a

n/a

n/a

$6,783

n/a

4. Angel Investor

5. Agritourism Liability Insurance

Business or Economic Development-Related Credits

286,891

1. Food Sales Tax Refund

Assistance for Low-Income Individuals Credits/Refunds

Tax Credit / Refund

0

n/a

80

<5 filers

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

141

166

<5 filers

254

29

0

177

n/a

n/a

n/a

17,697

797

33

75

76,097

188,101

292,014

# of filers

$0

n/a

$109,323

confidential

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

$1,595,377

$226,979

confidential

$1,905,342

$25,246

$0

$26,160,795

n/a

n/a

n/a

$32,008,117

$14,389,535

$7,129

$948,199

$17,119,027

$50,077,377

$35,402,815

Cost

Tax Year 2005

0

n/a

63

9

n/a

0

<5 filers

0

0

0

n/a

126

157

<5 filers

214

57

0

165

n/a

n/a

8

14,882

679

27

47

72,998

181,824

285,000

# of filers

$0

n/a

$73,150

$17,002

n/a

$0

confidential

$0

$0

$0

n/a

$5,401,537

$457,615

confidential

$2,478,349

$982,583

$0

$35,290,485

n/a

n/a

$103,370

$29,084,425

$12,227,144

$12,121

$605,359

$16,328,359

$50,334,784

$35,925,088

Cost

Tax Year 2006

Figure 1-2
Number of Filers and Annual Cost of Kansas Tax Credits for Tax Years 2004 to 2007 (a)

0

0

74

<5 filers

0

0

<5 filers

0

0

0

0

108

130

0

179

50

0

133

<5 filers

n/a

86

10,450

567

21

68

78,601

197,810

321,033

$0

$0

$163,703

confidential

$0

$0

confidential

$0

$0

$0

$0

$2,837,173

$378,648

$0

$2,138,479

$717,756

$0

$37,436,037

confidential

n/a

$943,357

$36,660,888

$11,289,879

$3,681

$1,127,736

$20,706,262

$62,368,216

$41,231,265

Cost

Tax Year 2007
# of filers
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25

0

35. Temporary Assistance to Families Contribution

$3,832,132

334
396
396
95
0

43. Firefighters Relief Fund

44. Fire Marshal Fund

45. Health Insurance Association Assessment

46. Insurance Dept. Service Regulation Fund
417
11

48. Property & Casualty Ins. Guaranty Association

49. Small Insurance Company

$5,928,683
$134,513

$961,002

$0

$4,497,847

$4,048,700

$1,748,583

$43,830,669

12

427

241

0

92

391

391

363

n/a

n/a

186

n/a

134,852

1,897

0

6

129

15

72,536

0

1,129

$7,400,757
$71,191

$927,928

$0

$1,861,260

$4,619,842

$1,859,035

$46,916,140

n/a

n/a

$8,259,881

n/a

$284,088,957

$4,584,883

$0

$2,593

$221,027

$219,039

$9,041,503

$0

$1,083,874

Cost

Tax Year 2005
# of filers

12

415

234

0

90

407

407

350

0

n/a

222

n/a

n/a

$267,622,956

$551,711,913

$26,188

n/a

$45,731

$274,104,060

n/a

12

389

14

0

97

418

418

350

$22,121

$7,092,410
$51,895

$44,630

$0

$8,663,699

$5,858,721

$2,214,366

$49,923,466

confidential

confidential

$8,459,340

n/a

$354,407,352

$2,909,127

$0

confidential

$77,842

$79,119

$9,447,143

$0

$1,258,989

$314,508,734

$668,916,086

<5 filers

<5 filers

269

n/a

141,746

824

0

<5 filers

58

7

73,492

0

1,121

Cost

Tax Year 2007
# of filers

(a) According to State law and Department of Revenue policy, any data for tax credits with fewer than five tax filers is confidential. The data may be over-or understated, based on our
limited test work that uncovered several inaccuracies with the Department of Revenue data. Data the Insurance Department provided on the amount of credits claimed each year may be
somewhat overstated because it captures all credits companies were eligible to claim. In some cases, those credits exceeded the amount of a company’s tax liability and therefore weren’t
actually claimed.
Source: Unaudited Department of Revenue and Insurance Department tax data.

$239,694,039

Grand Total Without Credit for Taxes Paid to
Other States (#37)

$26,992
$495,656,472

n/a

Grand Total

Expired Credits

$7,420,232
$79,209

$819,814

$0

$2,709,463

$5,205,963

$1,966,219

$48,051,953

$0

n/a

$5,642,546

n/a

$282,033,610

$2,772,226

$0

confidential

$93,539

$94,986

$8,484,477

$0

$1,079,300

$556,137,670

128,660

860

0

<5 filers

63

27

68,190

0

952

Cost

Tax Year 2006
# of filers

Credits That Have Expired But Were Available To Be Claimed During These Years

265

47. Life and Health Insurance Guaranty Association

Insurance-Related Credits

42. Credit for Salaries Paid to Kansas Employees

n/a

n/a

n/a
n/a

40. Historic Site Contribution

41. Law Enforcement Training Center

n/a
$5,031,509

n/a
168

$255,962,433

38. Deferred Maintenance

128,421

$0

n/a

$195,440

$144,827

$9,049,825

$0

$574,966

39. Historic Preservation

37. Credit for Taxes Paid to Other States

36. Community Service Contribution

1,270

n/a

34. Individual Development Account

Other Credits

20
145

33. Disabled Access

72,515

0

568

Cost

Tax Year 2004
# of filers

32. Child Day Care Assistance

31. Child Dependent Care

30. Assistive Technology Contribution

29. Adoption

Social Service-Related Credits

Tax Credit / Refund

Figure 1-2
Number of Filers and Annual Cost of Kansas Tax Credits for Tax Years 2004 to 2007 (a)

Our Assessments Were
Based Primarily on Tax
Policy Considerations,
Other Studies, and Other
Program Information

As discussed in the Overview, given the large number of tax credits and
exemptions we looked at for this audit (almost 250 in all) we couldn’t
do an in-depth cost-benef t analysis of each one. Instead, we did the
following:
evaluated the 47 tax credits and two refund programs against relevant tax
policy considerations we identified in the literature, such as whether the tax
credit makes the tax structure more progressive by reducing tax burdens
on the poor, or whether the tax credit has minimal or declining use. (The
more detailed list of these tax policy considerations can be found in Figure
OV-4 on page 14). One overarching consideration in the literature is that
tax credits and exemptions should be the exception, not the rule.
reviewed what others who have studied tax credits in Kansas or other
states have concluded about the effectiveness of certain types of credits.
reviewed other available information about what was accomplished as a
result of the credit. However, that information wasn’t readily available for
all credits.

The results of our reviews and analyses are summarized in the sections
that follow.

Some Tax Credits
Are Too New To
Evaluate

Of the 47 tax credits and two refund programs we reviewed, 13 were
enacted for tax years 2006, 2007, or 2008. As a result, the information
available about them was limited to 2007 or 2008. As Figure 1-2
showed, most of these tax credits have had minimal or no activity, but
it’s too soon for us to know whether they will be effective in the future
at accomplishing the Legislature’s policy goals. These tax credits, and
any relevant additional information we were able to obtain about them,
are shown below:
9. Declared Disaster Credit
10. Film Production Credit. The Legislature enacted a moratorium on this
credit for tax years 2009 and 2010. Missouri has a similar credit, but a
recent study suggested eliminating that credit because of its short-term
economic value.
18. Biofuel Storage and Blending Equipment Credit
19. Biomass-to-Energy Credit
20. Integrated Coal Gasification Power Plant Credit
21. Nitrogen Fertilizer Plant Credit
22. Petroleum Refinery Credit. This credit was taken by at least one tax
filer in 2007; Department of Commerce officials told us that, it recently
issued another project approval. As a result, this tax credit’s use likely will
increase.
23. Qualifying Pipeline Credit. Department of Commerce officials told us
that, it recently issued a project approval. As a result, this tax credit likely
will be used in the near future.
24. Renewable Electric Cogeneration Facility Credit
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27. Environmental Compliance Credit
38. Deferred Maintenance Credit. From July to December 2008, 257
contributors donated a total of $2.4 million, resulting in $1.4 million
in issued tax credits. The majority of donations went to community
colleges; the average donation to State universities was $23,000,
about three times larger than donations to community or technical
colleges.
40. Historic Site Contribution Credit
41. Law Enforcement Training Center Credit. This credit was taken by
fewer than five tax filers for 2006 and 2007.

Some Tax Credits
Clearly Appear
To Be Accomplishing
The Legislature’s
Policy Goals

Together, these nine credits and refund programs account for about
$446.3 million of the $669 million in forgone revenues. These credits
are summarized below:
1. Food Sales Tax Refund ($41.2 million). This tax refund program is
designed as a broad-based equity credit that makes the tax system less
regressive. According to the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities,
most of the states that levy general sales taxes either eliminated,
reduced, or offset taxes on personal food consumption. For example,
Oklahoma has a tax refund program similar to Kansas, while Missouri
offers a reduced food tax rate.
11. High Performance Incentive Program Credit ($37.4 million). In
all, 133 taxpayers used this credit in tax year 2007. An economic
evaluation by Dr. Hall at the University of Kansas concluded the benefit
of this credit to the State is likely to justify costs for the investment
portion of the credit (investment makes up 95% of this credit’s cost).
In addition, Department of Commerce officials state this credit is an
important part of various economic development incentives available
in Kansas to compete with neighboring states. Missouri and Colorado
also have similar credits.
13. Regional Foundation Credit ($718,000). The credit has been
successful at generating contributions for regional foundations that
help educate and assist small businesses, and its use has increased
since inception. Based on our analysis, the vast majority of taxpayers
claiming this credit are individuals, making contributions varying from
$367 to $368,000 (with the average contribution at $25,500).
16. Small Employer Health Benefit Plan Credit ($379,000). In 2007, 130
taxpayers claimed this credit, resulting in an average credit of $2,900.
This credit likely reduces market barriers that may prevent smaller
employers from offering health care benefits. It’s designed so that
employers receive a larger credit in the first year, with lesser tax credits
available in the second and third year (none thereafter).
29. Adoption Credit ($1.3 million). Between tax years 2005 and 2007,
about 1,000 taxpayers used this credit (for an average of about $1,100
each), to defray the costs for taxpayers who decide to adopt. Seven
other states also provide a tax credit for adoption expenditures with
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various rates and caps in place, while eight states offer deductions or
exemptions for the same purpose, in addition to the federally available
tax credit.
37. Credit for Taxes Paid to Other States ($354 million). This tax credit
prevents Kansas residents from being taxed twice for the same income.
43. Firefighter’s Relief Fund Tax credit ($2.2 million). By law, insurance
companies that sell fire insurance must pay 2% of the premiums
collected from those policies to the Firefighter’s Relief Fund. The credit
is designed to provide a proportionally larger tax break for domestic
companies compared to out-of-State companies (For the 2009 tax year,
domestic insurance companies will be able to receive a credit against
their premium taxes equal to 45% of the amount they pay into the
Fund. Out-of-State companies will receive a 19% credit). In 2007, 18
domestic and 400 out-of-State insurance companies claimed this credit.
45. Health Insurance Association Assessment Credit ($8.7 million).
The credit offsets 60% of the assessments insurance companies have
to pay to subsidize medical expenses for high-risk individuals. In effect,
the credit accomplishes its purpose of sharing the costs between the
State paying 60% and insurance companies paying 40%. In 2007,
almost 100 insurance companies claimed this credit.
46. Insurance Department Service Regulation Fund Assessment Credit
($0). By law, the Insurance Department can assess a fee against
insurance companies if the Department’s revenues for regulating the
industry fall short of its needs. The credit fulfills its purpose of holding
Kansas companies harmless on additional taxes they’d have to pay if
other states retaliate against Kansas for making such assessment. The
Department hasn’t made any assessment since fiscal year 2003 (and
the credit therefore hasn’t been used).

We Identified Eight Tax
Credits That Appear To
Be Likely Candidates
For Being Repealed

For the most part, these tax credits seemed to be likely candidates for
repeal because of minimal or declining use over time, which suggests
they aren’t meeting their intended purposes, and raises questions
whether the State needs to continue offering these credits. These
credits and the types of considerations the Legislature may want to
consider are summarized in Figure 1-3 on the following page.
Forgone revenues from these eight tax credits were minimal, totaling
less than $100,000 in tax year 2007.
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Figure 1-3
Tax Credits That Appear To Be Likely Candidates for Repeal
Tax Credit
(2007 cost)

Considerations Regarding These Tax Credits

Primary Consideration: Minimal or Declining Use Over Time
5. Agritourism Liability Insurance
Credit
(Implemented 2004;
2007 cost = $3,700)

Primary consideration: The credit has had minimal use since its creation (around 25
taxpayers each year.) From 2004 to 2007, the average credit was between $200 and $450.
Other considerations: Narrow focus on one industry; the State can't readily determine
whether these businesses would have started up without the tax credit available to them.

15. Single City Port Authority Credit
(In effect 2002-2021;
2007 cost = $0)

Primary consideration: This credit has been claimed by fewer than five taxpayers each year
since 2003, has had declining use over those years, and wasn't used at all in 2007.
Other considerations: This credit reimburses costs at 100%, which could have been
accomplished with an appropriation; KACIR recommended repealing this tax credit.

25. Abandoned Well Plugging Credit
(Implemented 1998;
2007 cost = confidential because fewer
than five filers)

Primary consideration: The credit has been claimed by nine or fewer taxpayers each year
since at least 2003, and only 12 different taxpayers between 2003-2007. In 2006, the average
credit taken was $1,900.
Other considerations: A 50% credit may not be a large-enough incentive to commit to the
financial outlay involved for owners with numerous abandoned wells on their land.
In 2009, the Kansas Corporation Commission, which is charged with addressing Kansas'
problem of abandoned wells, reported around 6,800 such wells to exist. Given the number of
filers, it's unlikely this credit significantly reduces the problem. KACIR recommended repealing
this credit. However, the State is responsible for plugging those wells that are hazardous to the
environment but can only plug between 500-750 wells a year (about the same amount of new
wells are found annually). This means any well plugged using this credit-if hazardous to the
environment - reduces the State's costs by half by involving the taxpayer.

28. Swine Facility Improvement Credit
(Implemented 1998;
2007 cost = $0)

Primary consideration: The credit isn't achieving its purpose because it wasn't used between
2003 and 2007.
Other considerations: KACIR recommended its repeal.

30. Assistive Technology Contribution Primary consideration: The credit isn't achieving its purpose because it wasn't used between
2003 and 2007.
Credit
Other considerations: KACIR recommended its repeal.
(Implemented 2003;
2007 cost = $0)
32. Child Day Care Assistance Credit
(Implemented 1990;
2007 cost = $79,000)

Primary consideration: Since 2003, no more than 30 filers have claimed this credit each year.
In 2007, only seven taxpayers took the credit, for an average amount of $11,300.
Other considerations: The credit may reduce market barriers for employers to establish a
day care program for employees.

34. Individual Development Account
Credit
(Implemented 2005;
2007 cost = confidential because fewer
than five filers)

Primary consideration: The credit isn't achieving its purpose because it was used by less
than five taxpayers in 2006 and 2007.
Other considerations: KACIR recommended its repeal.

35. Temporary Assistance to Families
Contribution Credit
(Implemented 1994;
2007 cost = $0)

Primary consideration: The credit isn't achieving its purpose because it wasn't used between
2003 and 2007.
Other considerations: KACIR recommended its repeal.

Source: LPA analysis of Kansas tax credits
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Figure 1-4
Tax Credits or Refunds That Could Be Modified To Bring Them More In Line with Others
Tax Credit
(2007 cost)

Considerations Regarding These Tax Credits

Primary Consideration: Kansas' Tax Credit Rate Is More Generous Than Some
Other States
2. Earned Income Credit
(Implemented 1998;
2007 cost = $62.4M)

Primary consideration for modifying: Kansas' tax credit is 17%, which is more generous
than in three border states: The rate in Colorado and Nebraska is 10%, and it is 5% in
Oklahoma. If Kansas rolled the rate back to the 10% allowed when the law was passed, we
estimate the State would have saved about $25.7 million in 2007. That would have reduced
the average credit per filer from $315 to $185.
Other considerations: The credit significantly erodes tax revenues. However, in tax year
2007 approximately 198,000 low-income taxpayers got an average earned income tax credit of
$315, helping to make the State's overall tax structure less regressive.

3. Homestead Property Tax Refund
(Implemented 1970;
2007 cost = $20.7 M)

Primary consideration for modifying: Kansas' maximum refund is $700, compared to $200
for Oklahoma (Missouri has a similar tax refund, but the structure is too different to allow a
comparison).
Other considerations: The credit significantly erodes the tax base. However, in tax year
2007 about 79,000 low-income taxpayers got an average tax credit of about $260, which helps
make the State's overall tax structure less regressive.

4. Angel Investor Credit
(Implemented in 2005;
2007 cost = $1.1 M)

Primary consideration for modifying: Kansas' credit is 50% of the amount invested. The
National Governors Association reported 12 of 18 States offer lower Angel Investor tax credit
rates than Kansas. The rate in nine of those states is 25% or less. Oklahoma (the only border
state offering a comparable credit) has a 20% rate. In tax year 2007, Kansas' average Angel
Investor tax credit was $16,600.
Other considerations: The credit likely reduces market barriers for high-risk start-up
companies to receive funding: From 2005 to 2008, designated companies received almost $27
million in investments, with $2.5 million from out-of-State investors; Reductions in the credit
rate might reduce investment levels; Department of Revenue staff consider this credit
administratively burdensome because of the multiple agencies involved and the tracking
difficulties resulting from the credit's transfer option.

14. Research & Development Credit Primary consideration for modifying: Kansas allows a 6.5% credit on research and
development expenditures anywhere within the State, compared to Colorado's 3% credit rate
(Implemented 1988;
for R & D expenditures in enterprise zones. Missouri had a similar credit but it expired in 2005.
2007 cost = $2.1M)
Other considerations: This credit costs more than expected: the 2001 fiscal note estimated
annual costs at $1.3 million (the 2007 equivalent would be $1.5 million, after adjusting for
inflation). The 2007 actual cost was $2.1 million. There's a federal tax credit for the same
purpose; given how the data currently are collected, it's not possible to readily determine how
much of each year's tax credits come from annual R & D investments vs. carry-over claims; In
2007, about 180 taxpayers received tax credits ranging from $1 to about $340,000, resulting in
an average tax credit of $11,800. Five taxpayers claimed $1.1 million (51%) of the total credits
claimed that year.

31. Child Dependent Care Credit
(Implemented 1978;
2007 cost = $9.4M)

Primary consideration for modifying: Oklahoma allows a 20% credit, which is less generous
than Kansas' 25% rate. (Colorado and Nebraska also have the credit, but use a sliding
percentage based on poverty levels, which makes a comparison difficult)
Other considerations: The credit significantly erodes tax revenues. However, in tax year
2007 about 73,500 low-income taxpayers got an average tax credit of $130, helping to make
the State's overall tax structure less regressive; A federal tax credit exists for the same
purpose.

36. Community Service Contribution
Credit
(Implemented 1994;
2007 cost = $2.9M)

Primary consideration for modifying: Missouri has the same tax credit rates, but doesn't
allow the credit to be refundable or transferable, as allowed in Kansas. Nebraska provides a
40% credit rate whereas Kansas offers between 50% and 70%.
Other considerations: The Statewide limit for allowable contributions (and resulting tax
credits) is reached annually, so the credit is successful in encouraging contributions.
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Figure 1-4
Tax Credits or Refunds That Could Be Modified To Bring Them More In Line with Others
Tax Credit
(2007 cost)

Considerations Regarding These Tax Credits

Primary Consideration: Taxpayer Gets Both a Tax Credit and Tax Deduction
Primary consideration for modifying: The contribution a taxpayer makes also can be
deducted on the taxpayer's federal income tax, and Kansas currently doesn't require that
deduction to be added back when computing Kansas taxable income, resulting in a double
benefit to the taxpayer.
Other considerations: In tax year 2007, the average tax credit was $11,000. Almost all of the
$1.5 million in contributions resulting in the tax credits came from individuals. This credit helps
stimulate development in rural/distressed areas that may otherwise not have happened. (Our
analysis shows many of the contributions come from investors in rural or distressed areas
because they know their investments will come back to their communities.)

8. Center for Entrepreneurship
Credit
(Implemented 2005;
2007 cost = $943,000)

Source: LPA analysis of Kansas tax credits.

We Identified Seven Tax
Credits That Appear
To Be More Generous
Than Other States or
Than Other Credits

While these tax credits may be accomplishing their intended
purposes, these tax credits appear to be more generous than similar
credits neighboring states, or give taxpayers both a tax credit and a
tax deduction for the same investment. These credits and the types of
considerations the Legislature may want to consider are summarized
in Figure 1-4 shown on page 30-31.
The seven tax credits in this group made up about $100 million of
forgone tax revenues in 2007.

The Legislature May
Want To Re-Evaluate
Whether Twelve Credits
Provide a Good Balance
Between Funding Needs
And Public Policy Goals

The credits in this category either were signif cantly more expensive
than the Legislature had expected, could cause competitive inequities
between businesses, or were unlikely to be signif cant factors in
causing taxpayers to take the action being subsidized. In addition,
several credits in this category are structured so that 100% of the
moneys collected is being returned to insurance companies.
These credits and the types of considerations the Legislature may
want to consider are summarized in Figure 1-5 on pages 32-34.
The forgone revenue from these twelve tax credits was about $122.5
million in tax year 2007.
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Figure 1-5
Tax Credits the Legislature May Want to Re-Evaluate
Tax Credit
(2007 cost)

Considerations Regarding These Tax Credits

Primary Consideration: Credit Not Used Yet, or Only Minimally Used
12. National Guard Employer
Insurance Credit
(Implemented 2002;
2007 cost = $0)

Primary consideration: The use of this tax credit depends on the State calling the
National Guard to duty, which hasn't happened since the credit has been implemented.
Other considerations: The credit supports businesses who employ National Guard
members.

26. Alternative Fuel Credit
(Implemented 1996;
2007 cost = $164,000)

Primary consideration: This credit is available to all Kansas resident drivers, but
between 2005 and 2007, only around 70-80 taxpayers used this tax credit.
The majority of taxpayers claim the factory-equipped alternative fueled vehicle option.
Few taxpayers claim the credit based on having converted their vehicle's fuel use or
operating a fueling station.
Other considerations: In 2007, 74 taxpayers took the credit, for an average amount of
$2,200; With gas prices hitting a record high in 2008, as well as the recent federal
"Cash for Clunkers" program, use of this credit may have increased in tax year 2008;
the Department of Revenue officials say this credit is difficult to administer, in part
because of the time involved in verifying gas receipts totaling $500 for many of the
requested credits. A federal tax credit exists for the same purpose. However, this
credit fits with Kansas' vision for energy conservation/creation.

33. Disabled Access Credit
(Implemented 1978;
2007 cost = $78,000)

Primary considerations: This tax credit has declined from 145 filers ($195,000) in
2004 to about 60 filers ($78,000).
Other considerations: Based on our analysis, nearly all 2007 filers were individuals
and the average tax credit was about $1,340; Department of Revenue staff consider
this credit administratively burdensome because of the complexity of expenditure
calculations involved; a federal tax credit is available for the same purpose. However,
the credit may reduce market barriers or reduce costs necessary to improve the life for
people with disabilities. Missouri offers a similar credit. It's impossible to determine
whether the availability of the credit caused the taxpayer to undertake the modifications,
or whether the taxpayer simply takes advantage of the available credit after the fact.

49. Small Insurance Company Credit Primary consideration: In 2008, only 11 companies took advantage of this credit,
(Implemented 1998;
which cost the State about $68,000. Over the past five years, 24 different small
2007 cost = $52,000)
companies have taken advantage of this credit.
Other considerations: Five Kansas-based companies claimed this credit in 2008.
Over the past five years, only nine different Kansas companies have claimed it; This
credit encourages the start-up of insurance businesses, and helps them remain in
business; it’s structured so that smaller companies get a proportionally larger credit (the
maximum credit can’t exceed $30,000); However, given the small number of companies
and dollars associated with this credit, it’s not likely to have had a big economic impact
for the State. Also, none of the four surrounding states offer this credit.

Primary Consideration: Credit Likely Doesn't Cause, But Subsidizes the Action
6. Business & Job Development
Credit
(Implemented 1976;
2007 cost = $11.3 M)
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Primary consideration: The size of this credit likely isn't sufficient to induce the
creation of jobs or new capital investment: At a return of $100 for each $100,000
investment, and a return of between $100 to $2,500 per qualified job created or
maintained, the incentives are too small to create a large enough incentive to affect a
firm's investment decision, according to an economic evaluation by Dr. Hall, University
of Kansas. A study commissioned by the Department of Revenue stated that
businesses don’t make location or expansion decisions solely because of a tax credit,
but they will take advantage of credits for which they qualify because of various
business actions they have taken. It's unlikely that the State receives benefits that
justify the costs of this credit.
Other considerations: The State can't readily determine whether the investments
would have been made without the tax credit, the credit significantly erodes tax
revenues. However, Department of Revenue officials reported businesses claiming the
credit to have created almost 9,500 in 2006 and to have made $739 million in capital
investments because of the credit; Department of Commerce officials indicate that this
credit can be valuable as part of a package for luring businesses to Kansas; and
Missouri, Colorado, Nebraska, and Oklahoma all have similar credits.
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Figure 1-5
Tax Credits the Legislature May Want to Re-Evaluate
Tax Credit
(2007 cost)

Considerations Regarding These Tax Credits

Primary Consideration: Significantly More Expensive Than Expected
39. Historic Preservation Credit
(Implemented 2001;
2007 cost = $8.5 M)

Primary consideration: The fiscal notes related to this credit estimated the annual cost
at about $1 million, while the actual cost in 2007 was reported at almost $8.5 million.
Other considerations: As discussed in Question 2, the transfer option causes this tax
credit not to be cost-effective for the State; Colorado offers this credit with a 20-25%
rate and doesn't offer it as a transferable credit, while Oklahoma offers between 1020%, which is less than Kansas' 25-30% tax credit rate; a portion of the projects
completed also benefit from the federal credit; Department of Revenue staff consider
this credit administratively burdensome because of the multiple agencies involved and
the tracking difficulties resulting from the credit's transfer option. However, the credit
accomplishes its intended purpose with almost 600 completed projects and approved
project costs of over $300 million since its inception, which contributes to economic
development and revitalization of neighborhoods.

Primary Consideration: Credit Can Cause Competitive Inequities Between
Businesses
7. Business Machinery & Equipment
Credit
(Implemented 1998;
2007 cost = $36.7M)

Primary consideration: This credit, in light of the new 100% machinery and
equipment property tax exemption, could create competitive inequities between
businesses. For example, a printing business that bought its equipment in 2004 can
only receive a 25% credit on its property tax, while a printing business that bought its
equipment after June 30, 2006 (when the exemption became effective) pays no
property tax on it.
Other considerations: The implied purpose for this credit is to encourage economic
development by reducing the property tax burden, however, the incentive of the credit
may cause businesses to avoid replacing their equipment.The credit significantly
erodes the State's tax revenues, and will continue to do so because businesses can
claim the credit until the last piece of equipment has been removed from service (the
property tax exemption reduces revenues at the local level). Department of Revenue
officials consider this credit administratively burdensome because the credit often is
divided between many shareholders of the company claiming the credit. As a result,
staff must first verify the main claim by reviewing applicable paperwork, then verify
shareholders claiming portions of the credit are eligible to do so, and finally ensuring
that the portions of the credit don't exceed the total credit requested by the main
company. However, eliminating this credit would put businesses with older equipment
on an even less equal footing with businesses that purchased equipment in fiscal year
2007 or later (which isn't taxed at all). Also, Department of Commerce officials say it's
a valuable tool to recruit and retain businesses.

17. Telecommunications & Railroad
Credit
(Implemented 2001 & 2005;
2007 cost = $2.8 M)

Primary consideration: This credit, in light of the new 100% machinery and
equipment property tax exemption, could create competitive inequities between
businesses. For example, a telecommunications business that bought its equipment in
2004 can only receive a 25% credit on its property tax, while a similar business that
bought its equipment after June 30, 2006 (when the exemption became effective) pays
no property tax on it. For railroad companies, the inequity is even larger. That's
because the credit only reimburses the differential of property taxes that would have
been paid at a 25% assessment rate, instead of the actual 33% assessment rate, while
the property tax exemption results in no taxes at all.
Other considerations: The implied purpose for this credit is to encourage economic
development by reducing the property tax burden, however, the incentive of the credit
may cause businesses to avoid replacing their equipment. Businesses can claim the
credit until the last piece of equipment has been removed from service (the newer
property tax exemption reduces revenues at the county level). Eliminating this credit
would put businesses with older equipment on an even less equal footing with
businesses that purchased equipment in fiscal year 2007 or later (which isn't taxed at
all).
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Figure 1-5
Tax Credits the Legislature May Want to Re-Evaluate
Tax Credit
(2007 cost)

Considerations Regarding These Tax Credits

Primary Consideration: Allows Affiliate Companies with No Employees in
Kansas To Use the Credit
42. Credit for Salaries Paid to
Kansas Employees
(Implemented 1998;
2007 cost = $49.9 M)

Primary consideration: The tax credit’s affiliate provision allows insurance companies
with employees in Kansas that can’t use their full credit to share it with their affiliated
companies regardless of whether these affiliates have staff in Kansas. The credit
originally was designed to benefit domestic insurance companies, but the affiliate
provision also allows out-of-State insurance companies that don’t have Kansas
employees to benefit. As originally proposed by the Insurance Commissioner in 1997,
this tax credit would not have included an affiliate provision.
Other considerations: This tax credit significantly erodes tax revenues; from 2004 to
2008, lost revenues resulting from this credit grew at a rate faster than total premium
taxes (19% vs. 12%). In 2007, nearly two-thirds of the almost $50 million tax credit was
claimed by out-of-State companies. None of the surrounding states offer this credit.
However, according to Insurance Department officials, this credit serves as an
economic development incentive for insurance companies to locate or maintain
employees in Kansas.

Primary Consideration: Credits that Result in 100% of the Money Collected
Being Returned to Insurance Companies
44. Fire Marshal Tax Credit
(Implemented 1970;
2007 cost = $5.9 M)

Primary consideration: This credit is not an efficient way of funding the Fire Marshal’s
Office, Emergency Medical Services Board, and the Fire Training Program at the
University of Kansas. Insurance companies selling fire premiums are required to pay a
1.25% tax on the premiums they sell which is offset with a 100% tax credit. The credit
rate for out-of-State companies used to be much less than for domestic companies, but
was gradually increased to 100% in 2007 and thereafter. As a result, insurance
companies paying this tax get all of it back through this credit.
Other considerations: Funding the Fire Marshal’s Office, Emergency Medical
Services Board, and the Fire Training Program at the University of Kansas directly
through an annual appropriation would make the funding source more transparent and
would eliminate any administrative burden for the roughly 400 insurance companies
currently affected.

47. Life and Health Insurance
Guaranty Association Credit
(Implemented 1972;
2007 cost = $44,600)

Primary consideration: As necessary, life and health insurance companies pay an
assessment proportional to the premiums they collect on policies sold in Kansas to help
cover liabilities of life and health insurance companies that become insolvent. This
credit allows insurance companies to recoup the full amount of the assessment levied
against them in form of a 20% tax credit against premium taxes each year for a period
of five years. In essence, the State is collecting moneys from the companies and giving
it all back to them over a five-year period.
Other considerations: All neighboring states have similar assessments and credits
which have been set up the same way.

48. Property and Casualty Insurance
Guaranty Association Credit
(Implemented 1976;
2007 cost = $7.1 M)

Primary consideration: As necessary, property and casualty insurance companies
pay an assessment based on their share of premiums they collect on policies sold in
Kansas to help cover liabilities of property and casualty insurance companies that
become insolvent. This credit allows insurance companies to recoup the full amount of
the assessment levied against them in form of a 20% tax credit against premium taxes
each year for a period of five years. In essence, the State is collecting moneys from the
companies and giving it all back to them over a five-year period.
Other considerations: Missouri, Nebraska, and Oklahoma have this credit.
Nebraska’s credit is set up the same way as in Kansas, while Missouri allows a 33.3%
tax credit rate over 3 years, and Oklahoma allows a 10% rate over ten years.

Source: LPA analysis of Kansas tax credits.
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The Department of
Revenue’s Tax
Database System Has a
Number of Data
Reliability Issues

When taxpayers f le tax returns that include tax credits, Department
of Revenue staff record credit information in individual databases,
which function independently from the Department’s tax return
computer system. Twelve of the 39 tax credits can be submitted
electronically. For those f led electronically, the information from the
credit schedule (e.g. amount of donation, carry-over available from
previous years, credit taken this year) is captured automatically in the
applicable credit database.
When the taxpayer decides to f le a paper return, or for tax credits that
currently can’t be f led electronically, staff manually enter various
line items from the tax credit schedule in the respective databases.
In reviewing the various tax credit databases we got from the
Department at the start of the audit, we identif ed a number of
problems with the accuracy and reliability of tax credit information
captured in the databases, some of which resulted in incomplete
or incorrect information reported to the Legislature or other
policymakers. These problems are summarized below:
In its Tax Credit Effectiveness Report to the 2009 Legislature, a report
that evaluated economic development credits as required by K.S.A.
74-99b35, the Department’s 2006 tax figures understated the State’s
cost for the Business and Job Development Tax Credit by $2.3 million
(22%). Similarly, the cost of the High-Performance Incentive Program
Tax Credit was under-reported by $12.6 million (55%). (We discovered
those inconsistencies when we compared summary information the
Department prepared for us during this audit to reported costs in the
January 2009 report to the Legislature.)
The Department ultimately revised the data, which also changed
many of the outcome data that had been reported in the Tax Credit
Effectiveness Report. As shown in Figure 1-6 on page 36, some
outcome data increased, while other outcome data decreased.
Department staff told us these data changed because of amended
returns that came in later, and because of the considerable cleanup involved in ensuring that the outcome data weren’t duplicated
(Duplication of such data can happen when the same information is
reported by multiple owners of the company, all of whom claim a portion
of the tax credit). It should be noted that the outcome data is selfreported by the taxpayers claiming the credits, and aren’t reviewed or
audited by the Department.
The data the Department originally gave us for the Alternative Fuel Tax
Credit indicated the cost in 2004 was about $264,000, when it actually
was less than $200,000. Department officials told us this was due to
several duplicate tax credits in the database.
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Figure 1-6
Data Accuracy Issues for Two Economic Development Tax Credits
Tax Year 2006
Business and Job Development
Category of Data

High Performance Incentive Program

Original 2006
Tax Credit
Data

Corrected
2006 Tax
Credit Data

Difference
(a)

Original 2006
Tax Credit
Data

Corrected
2006 Tax
Credit Data

Difference
(a)

Number of Tax
Filers
Cost of Credit

626

689

63

144

164

20

$10.4 M

$12.6 M

$2.3 M

$23.0 M

$35.6 M

$12.6 M

Jobs Created

11,583

9,461

(2,122)

710

2,529

1,819

Jobs Retained

n/a

n/a

n/a

1,831

3,405

1,574

$715.0 M

$739.0 M

$24 M

$34.4 M

$11.0 M

($23.4 M)

n/a

n/a

n/a

$6.5 M

$74.6 M

$68.1 M

n/a

n/a

n/a

$185.1 M

$360.2 M

$175.0 M

$588.6 M

$529.3 M

($59.3 M)

$24.4 M

$132.7 M

$108.3 M

Capital Investment
Raised
Additional
Revenue
Generated
Additional Sales
Generated
Additional Payroll

(a) Numbers don't add due to rounding.
Source: Summary of the Department of Revenue's original and corrected Tax Credit Effectiveness Report data for two tax
credits (tax year 2006); unaudited.

The totals the Department put together for the Child Day Care Credit
were under-reported for several years by amounts ranging from
$32,500 to $121,000. For instance, the Department’s statistical report
and the information we received showed the 2006 tax credit as costing
about $35,000, which officials revised to about $95,000 after we
questioned the data. Department officials indicated these problems
were data entry errors.
The Research and Development Tax Credit database had a $180,020
tax credit claimed by one taxpayer entered in the wrong year, and
entirely missed a $167,500 credit claimed by that same taxpayer in
2005.
One filer inadvertently electronically filed his Adoption Tax Credit (for
four children) four times, all of which ended up in the database. The
three extra records caused the database to overstate this tax credit by
$2,637.
One duplicate record in the Angel Investor database overstated
the amount the person invested by $25,000, the available credit by
$12,500, and the amount of credit actually taken that year by about
$3,300. Among the other issues we saw with this credit was a $1
million donation recorded as a $1,000 donation.
The database for the Alternative Fuel Tax Credit showed that one
taxpayer claimed a $750 credit when the amount of credit available to
that taxpayer was only $650. The database showed the result of this
transaction as a negative carry-forward balance.
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The amount of the contributions taxpayers make to be eligible for the
credit isn’t recorded in the Regional Foundation Tax Credit database.
Without that amount, Department staff can’t compute whether the credit
amount claimed is correct.
Although individual investments that qualify for the Angel Investor Tax
Credit are limited to $50,000 each (with some exceptions), the database
contained two investors making investments of $92,000 each, resulting
in 2005 tax credits totaling more than $40,000. These credits, as well
as the carry-forward amounts that had been recorded not only were
over the limit, but shouldn’t have been in the database at all. That’s
because the taxpayers requesting the credit weren’t on KTEC’s list of
investors as having made donations to the respective company. The
Department acknowledged that the claims were in error.

Most of the data-entry errors we saw in the databases could have
been avoided with better edits in the various databases. Ideally,
the Department would set up all tax credits to be f led electronically,
and have the databases connected to the tax return system. With
various edits in place to ensure the calculations are correct, as
well as other control features, staff time and human error would
be signif cantly reduced. Off cials told us they have similar longrange goals, but such system changes are very costly. The databases
currently in place could be made more accurate by installing some
simple computer edits that would prevent such things as negative
carry-forward balances or contribution amounts that are outside the
limits (with necessary overrides).

Kansas Also Lacks
A Strong System
For Reviewing and
Evaluating Tax Credits

Much of the literature we reviewed for this audit pointed to good
practices that should be followed when tax credits or other tax
preferences are created to help ensure that they are effectively
monitored and achieve what the Legislature intended. Those best
practices are described on the next page.
A purpose that is specific and measurable should be set out
in statute for each tax credit: According to the literature, the
Legislature should have a clear public goal in mind when it grants such
preferences. A clear, specific, and measurable purpose not only will
solidify that intent, but also will drive the types of data collection efforts
that are needed to evaluate whether the tax credit is successful. For
example, an Abandoned Oil Well Plugging Credit might have multiple
purposes. One could be a safety issue, and the purpose could be
to have wells plugged so that humans or livestock don’t fall into the
abandoned wells. Another purpose could be to protect the environment
by ensuring that pollutants from the wells don’t seep into groundwater
supplies.
Depending on the purpose chosen, very different information would
need to be collected to measure whether the credit was effective. In
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the first instance, data would need to be collected to look at whether
the reported incidents of people or animals falling into wells declined
after the credit went into effect. In the second case, it would be more
appropriate to look at whether there was a reduction in the reported
number of oil wells leaking into the groundwater supply after the credit
became effective. Without a specific purpose statement, it often can be
difficult to know exactly what the Legislature was trying to accomplish
with a credit.
Someone should be made responsible for collecting the kinds
of information that will be needed to evaluate the success of
the credit: To measure the effectiveness of a tax credit or other tax
incentive, thought needs to be given up front to the types of information
that will need to be reviewed to determine its success. Someone in
State government needs to be designated by statute to collect and
review that information to ensure that it is available and accurate when
the Legislature needs it to make decisions.
Credits or other tax preferences should have sunset provisions
to ensure they’re reviewed on occasion: Statutory expiration dates
for tax credits provide a mechanism to remind the Legislature that it’s
time to reconsider a tax credit and determine such things as whether
it’s accomplishing its intended purpose, whether it’s costing more than
the Legislature intended to commit to that purpose, whether there are
better ways to achieve the purpose, given changes in the economy or
technology, and the like.
There should be transparency to allow the public to know who
is benefitting from tax credits: As with all income tax information,
information about tax credits or other tax preferences has been
maintained on a confidential basis. Recently, several states have taken
steps to make the use of tax credits more transparent. For example,
Nebraska recently passed a Taxpayer Transparency Act, which went
into effect January 1, 2010. Under that Act, individuals or businesses
receiving tax refunds or credits related to economic development
laws may be disclosed. Similarly, West Virginia publishes taxpayer
information on certain tax credits. Lastly, Oklahoma has mandated
the public disclosure of tax credit recipient information since fiscal year
2007.

Most laws authorizing tax credits in Kansas don’t contain clear
purposes, and only recent statutes tend to have sunset provisions.
Only 3 of the 49 tax credit or refund statutes we reviewed had a stated
purpose. For example, the statutory purpose of the Historic Site
Contribution Tax Credit is to encourage the restoration, preservation
or operation of historic sites. In addition, only 14 Kansas tax credits
have sunset provisions in the authorizing legislation, and those
tend to be newer tax credits that have been passed in recent years.
Like Kansas, the neighboring states have sunset dates on some tax
credits but not others. However, the State of Washington has created
statutory sunset dates on all its tax preferences.
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Kansas statutes don’t specify the type of evaluations that should
be done on tax credits. One State law (K.S.A. 74-99b35) requires
the Department of Revenue to prepare an annual report about the
cost-effectiveness of tax credits and sales tax exemptions that
encourage economic development. The law itself doesn’t specify
which credits are considered economic development credits, or what
types of factors need to be evaluated.
According to Department off cials, this law was intended to cover
only the Business and Job Development and High Performance
Incentive Program Tax Credits—even though several additional tax
credits could be considered economic development credits. The law
authorizing the Department to require additional information for its
review made changes that didn’t take effect until the 2006 tax year.
The Department released its f rst complete Tax Credit Effectiveness
Report to the 2009 Legislature in January 2009. For the two credits
mentioned, the report summarized the number of f lers and the tax
credit costs in 2006, as well as outcome statistics such as the number
of created or maintained jobs, or the additional sales, revenues, and
payroll information companies reported to having resulted from the
tax credits.
We compared Kansas to the neighboring states as well as Washington
and West Virginia (two states with especially well-designed review
processes). That comparison is shown in Figure 1-7 on page 40.
Kansas doesn’t routinely merge information about tax credits
processed by the Department of Revenue and the Insurance
Department. As mentioned earlier in this report, 20 tax credits can
be claimed by insurance companies to offset the amount of premium
taxes they pay to the Insurance Department. In all, 12 of these
credits are the same ones that are available to other individuals and
businesses, while eight are available only to insurance companies.
The credits processed by the Insurance Department represented $74.7
million in forgone revenues for the State in 2007. During the audit,
we noted that the information that gets presented to the Legislature
about the cost of tax credits tends to be only the portion related to
those credits processed by the Department of Revenue. Without
information from both sources, the picture is incomplete.
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Figure 1-7
Summary of Kansas' and Other States’ Requirements for
Evaluating the Effectiveness of Tax Credits
State

What Type of Evaluation
Does the Law Require?

Frequency of
Evaluations

What Should the Evaluation Be Based On, or What
Should the Evaluation Involve?

Colorado

No statutorily required tax
preference evaluation

not applicable

not applicable

Kansas

The cost-effectiveness of
economic development tax
credits and exemptions

Annually

no specifics - the law calls for an evaluation of costeffectiveness

Missouri

Cost-benefit analysis on tax
credit, loan, or grant
programs operated by the
Department of Economic
Development

Every four years

Review shall include, but not be limited to:
1. costs for each program
2. direct and indirect state benefits and direct and
indirect local benefits associated with each program
3. the safeguards to protect noneconomic influences in
the award of programs administered by the Department
4. the likelihood of the economic activity taking place
without the program

Nebraska

No statutorily required tax
preference evaluation

not applicable

not applicable

Oklahoma

Review of existing tax
incentives and a choice of an
in-depth review of selected
tax incentives

Annually

Regular and comprehensive review of provisions, costs,
and benefits of state tax incentives

Washington

West Virginia

Evaluation of all tax
preferences
(a specific selection is made
each year)

Review of four economic
development tax credits

Review shall include considerations such as:
At least once
1. public policy objectives providing justification for the
every 10 years
incentive
(every tax preference
2. evidence that tax preference has contributed to
is studied once every
achieving objectives
10 years)
3. negative effects of terminating the preference
4. fiscal impacts on the state

Every three years

Criteria used for evaluation must include:
1. number of eligible taxpayers claiming the credit
2. cost of credit per new job created
3. industry employment trends

Source: LPA summary of K.S.A. 74-99b35 and review of information provided by officials in other states.

Conclusion:
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Tax credits typically are enacted to promote some type of public
good or benef t. Tax literature and experts we talked to during this
audit all suggest that it’s good practice when tax credits or other tax
preferences are enacted for the legislation to include the specif c
purpose each credit is trying to achieve, a mechanism for collecting
the information that will be needed to evaluate whether the credit
is achieving its purpose, and a time at which each credit will be
reviewed. Few Kansas statutes enacting tax credits have a built-in
sunset mechanism or list a purpose for the credit, and those that do
often are too general in nature to be measured or evaluated. The
decision to have a tax credit represents a legislative policy choice.
For example, some may be needed to avoid things like doubletaxation of an entity or industry, while others are designed to make
the State’s tax structure less regressive for low-income Kansans,
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create or retain jobs, or foster growth in the State’s energy production.
But the data we reviewed showed that some tax credits have had very
minimal or declining use over time, are more generous than some
other states or other credits, are signif cantly more expensive than
the Legislature expected, or may not be likely to cause the action the
Legislature intended. For some of these credits, we concluded the
data were pretty compelling for repealing the credits. For others,
arguments can be made on both sides, and the Legislature will need to
weigh in on sometimes competing arguments and goals.
All recommendations can be found following the conclusion of
Question 2 of this report.
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Question 2: What Transferable Tax Credits Exist in Kansas, and
Are They a Cost-Effective Means of Generating Money
To Fund Certain Types of Projects or Causes?
Answer in Brief:

Only four of the 47 tax credits currently available in Kansas are
transferable—Angel Investor, Community Service Contribution,
Deferred Maintenance, and Historic Preservation. The first three
credits are cost-effective from the State’s perspective because,
for those credits, all of the money the State gives up in the form
of forgone tax revenue goes to the project or activity the State is
trying to subsidize. Transferring them has no effect on that. The
Historic Preservation Tax Credit isn’t cost-effective. That credit
works differently than the other three because the amount of money
a historic preservation project receives from the credit is dependent
upon the amount of money it’s sold for. Our review showed that, on
average, when Historic Preservation Credits were transferred to
generate money for a project, they only generated 85 cents for the
project for every dollar of potential tax revenue the State gave up.
From the program’s inception through September 2009, $311.8
million worth of projects have been approved for Historic
Preservation Tax Credits. If all those credits are issued and claimed,
the amount of tax revenue the State will give up will be about $78
million. Department of Revenue and Insurance Department records
show that Historic Preservation Tax Credits claimed from 2001
through tax year 2008 have resulted in $44.2 million in lost tax
revenue to the State. Lastly, Department of Revenue staff hadn’t
accurately captured the Historic Preservation and Angel Investor
Tax Credits that had been claimed on tax forms. These and related
findings are discussed in the sections that follow.

Of the 47 Tax Credits
Currently Available
in Kansas, Four Are
Transferable

Typically, tax credits are given to individuals and corporations in
return for taking specif c actions, such as making a donation or a
specif c type of investment. When the Legislature authorizes a tax
credit, it’s forgoing State tax revenues to benef t the activity or project
it’s trying to encourage.
Most tax credits can be claimed only by the person or corporation
that took the specif c action needed to earn the credit. These types of
credits are referred to as “non-transferable.”
On the other hand, some tax credits can be sold or given to another
individual or entity. These types of credits are called “transferable
credits.”
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Figure 2-1
Illustration of How Tax Credits Are
Transferred Between Taxpayers

1
Taxpayer 1 makes a $10,000 donation
and receives a $5,000 tax credit from
the State of Kansas
Taxpayer 1

2
Because Taxpayer 1 has a tax liability
of only $2,000, he or she can only use
$2,000 of the $5,000 tax credit to offset
that liability dollar for dollar:
Tax Liability………..…….…….$2,000
Credit Claimed……..……...….$2,000
Remaining Liability…………....…..$0
Remaining Credit…………...$3,000

Taxpayer 1

3
Taxpayer 1 sells the remaining
$3,000 tax credit to Taxpayer 2 for
$2,500

4
Taxpayer 2 has a $9,000 tax liability,
and uses the $3,000 tax credit he or
she bought from Taxpayer 1 to offset
that liability, again, dollar for dollar:
Tax Liability……………....…….$9,000
Credit Claimed………..…….....$3,000
Remaining Liability………….…$6,000
Remaining Credit…………...……..$0
Taxpayer 2

The transfer option makes the credit more attractive
for some taxpayers because it allows them to sell the
credit to recoup some of their donation or investment
if, for some reason, their own tax liability isn’t large
enough to use all of the credit before it expires.
Figure 2-1 shows how the typical transfer feature can
work when a taxpayer has a $5,000 credit and he or
she can’t use the full amount.
Transferable tax credits often are sold for less than
their face value to give the second taxpayer a f nancial
incentive to buy the transferable credit. For example,
Taxpayer 2 may buy the $3,000 unused portion of a
tax credit for $2,500. Even though Taxpayer 2 bought
the credit for less than face value, he or she still can
claim the full $3,000 tax credit, so Taxpayer 2 comes
out $500 ahead. Meanwhile, by selling the tax credit,
Taxpayer 1 has recovered most of the tax credit
amount he or she couldn’t use.
The four transferable credits in Kansas are
governed by different requirements. Those credits
and their associated features are described in Figure
2-2 on page 44. The f gure shows the different
requirements affecting who they can be transferred to,
how often these credits can be transferred, how soon
they must be used after being awarded or transferred,
and whether they can be partially transferred.
Of the four credits in the f gure, the Historic
Preservation Credit has the least-restrictive rules.
It can be split into several pieces instead of being
transferred in its entirety, and it’s the only credit that
can be transferred multiple times.
Figure 2-2 also shows the number and amount of
transferable credits that have been issued or claimed
over certain time periods.

Source: LPA illustration of how tax credits are
transferred and claimed.
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Figure 2-2
Information About Transferable Tax Credits in Kansas
Tax Credit

Description

Statutory annual
limit on the credit
amount ISSUED
# credits issued
Cumulative amount
of credit ISSUED
Cumulative amount
of issued credit
actually CLAIMED
(% of issued) (b)
Limit on amount of
credit available to
any one taxpayer
When issued credit
expires

Angel Investor Credit
Enacted in 2004, this credit is
designed to encourage wealthy
people to make equity
investments in high-risk startup companies in Kansas. The
credit is 50% of the amount
invested in a company
approved by the Kansas
Technology Enterprise
Corporation (KTEC).

Community Service
Contribution Credit
Enacted in 1994, this credit is
allowed for contributions
towards eligible projects by notfor-profit community service
organizations. The projects
must be aimed at education,
social services, crime
prevention, or health services.
The credit is 70% for donations
to projects in rural areas, and
50% for projects in non-rural
areas.

Deferred
Maintenance Credit
Enacted in 2007, this credit
allows a 60% tax credit for
donations that are designated
for deferred maintenance,
made to any of the State’s 19
community colleges or 5
technical schools. This credit
allows a 50% tax credit for
donations for the same
purpose, made to the seven
State universities.

Historic
Preservation Credit
Enacted in 2001, this credit is
designed to encourage the
restoration of historic buildings
on either the Kansas or
National Register of Historic
Sites. The credit is 25% of the
allowable expenses used to
restore the building for projects
approved by the State
Historical Society.

Unlimited, but the 2009
Legislature set a $3.75 million
annual cap for new credits
claimed in
fiscal years 2010 and 2011

$6 million

$4.13 million

$15 million (2009)
$20 million (2010-12)
(a)

2005-08: 594 credits

2005-08: 4,692 credits

2008: 257 credits

2001-08: 530 credits

2005-08:
$13.4 million

2005-07:
$12.4 million

2008:
$1.4 million

2001-08:
$53.8 million

$3.5 million
(26%)

$10.3 million
(83%)

$0.7 million
(50%)

$44.2 million
(82%)

Annual limit of $250,000 per
investor

none

none

none

no expiration

10 years following the tax year
in which the contribution was
made

2 years following the tax year
the credit is earned

10 years following the tax year
in which the tax credit was
earned

Transfer Features
# of times credit can
be transferred
Who credit can be
transferred to
Restrictions on
transfer price
Can the credit be
split & transferred
more than once?

once

once

once

no limit

only to another Angel investor

any taxpayer

any taxpayer

any taxpayer

none

at least 50% of the tax credit’s
value

at least 50% of the tax credit’s
value

none

no

no

no

yes

(a) The law also established individual limits for community colleges, technical schools, and universities.
(b) For tax year 2008, we analyzed the database informaiton the Department provided to us in September. It should be noted that claimed amounts (and %)
will be higher than shown once all tax returns have been processed. Also, Historic Preservation data on claimed credits wasn't available from the Insurance Department for
tax years 2001 to 2003.
Source: LPA review and summary of Kansas statutes on four transferable tax credits

Of the Four
Transferable
Tax Credits, Three Are
Cost-Effective
For the State
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The cost effectiveness of a transferable tax credit from the State’s
perspective can be looked at in at least three ways:
The amount of money generated for a project or activity by the
credit in relation to the amount of tax revenue the State gives up.
For example, a 10% tax credit is more cost effective than a 50% tax
credit because the State only has to give up 10 cents in tax revenue for
every dollar generated for the cause, whereas a 50% tax credit costs
the State 50 cents for every dollar generated. However, the percentage
assigned to the credit must be set high enough to generate the amount
of contribution or investment that’s being sought.
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The impact on the overall economy in relation to the amount of
tax revenue the State gives up. For example, credits such as the
Deferred Maintenance tax credit result in construction activity that
benefits the local economy in terms of construction materials sold and
jobs produced.
Whether the amount of money the State contributes through the
credit gets diminished by making the credit transferable. In other
words, when the State gives up a dollar of revenue via the tax credit,
does the entire dollar go to the project or does some of the money get
diverted for other purposes, which results in less money going to the
project?

Because the concerns expressed when this audit was approved related
to the transferability of the tax credits, we concentrated on the third
item. The f rst two items weren’t relevant because the percent of
the tax credit allowed is established by the Legislature and the ratio
of dollars the State gives up to the dollars generated doesn’t change
regardless of whether the tax credit is transferable. Likewise, the
construction activity or other impact on the overall economy will
occur regardless of whether the credit is transferable. Although an
argument can be made that making a credit transferable may result
in more contributions or investments coming in, which in turn spurs
more economic activity, there was no way for us to measure that.
For the Angel Investor, Community Service Contribution, and
Deferred Maintenance Tax Credits, the tax credit is issued
immediately when a taxpayer
Figure 2-3
makes a qualif ed contribution or
Illustration of How the Angel Investor
investment and the credit amount
Tax Credit Could Work
is directly tied to the amount of
that contribution or investment. In
Angel Investor
State of Kansas
essence, the credit becomes part
of the transaction, because the
Invests $100,000 in a highIssues a tax credit equal to
risk start-up company that
50% of the amount invested,
State essentially is reimbursing
qualifies for the credit.
or $50,000.
$50,000
tax credit
the taxpayer for part of the
contribution or investment he or
$50,000
$50,000
she made. Figure 2-3 shows how
investor
State
money
money
this works.

Start-Up Company
Receives $100,000 from the
investor. $50,000 of that
money will be refunded to the
investor by the State via the
tax credit.

As this graphic shows,
all of the State’s
$50,000 tax credit is
used to help fund the
start-up company.

Source: LPA illustration of how the Angel Investor Tax Credit can work.
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All three of these credits work
essentially as shown in the f gure.
Consequently, we concluded
they always will be cost-effective
because, as shown in the f gure,
they result in all of the money
the State gives up via the tax
45

credit going to the project or activity benef tting from the credit.
The transferability feature of these credits has no effect on that
relationship, because even if the taxpayer who received the credit
later sells the credit to another taxpayer, the amount he or she receives
from that sale doesn’t affect either the revenue forgone by the State
or the amount of money that went to the project or activity. That isn’t
the case for the Historic Preservation Tax Credit, as will be explained
later.
So far, there’s been no transfer activity for two of these three
credits. As of November 2009, Department of Revenue records
showed that none of the almost 4,700 Community Service
Contribution Tax Credits issued between tax years 2005 to 2008 had
been transferred. Similarly, for the 282 Deferred Maintenance Tax
Credits issued between July 2008 and June 2009, no transfers had
been reported.
According to Kansas Technology Enterprise Corporation records,
48 or 8% of the 594 Angel Investor Tax Credits issued through 2008
have been transferred. Our analysis showed that these credits had
been sold for less than full value—about 74 cents on the dollar.
However, because the initial investments weren’t affected by these
after-the-fact transfers, the projects still got the full amounts, and the
amount of revenues the State gave up remained the same, even after
the transfer.
When Historic
Preservation Credits
Are Transferred,
Less Than A Dollar
Goes to the Project
For Every Dollar
The State Gives Up

From January 2008 through September 2009, almost $20 million in
Historic Preservation Tax Credits have been issued. Figure 2-4 on
the following page shows the types of restoration projects using the
credits during that time period.
As the f gure shows, personal residences and commercial buildings
account for the largest number of preservation projects. However,
commercial buildings account for the largest dollar value of tax
credits issued. Those commercial projects included hotels, apartment
complexes, and historic retail buildings.
Unlike the three other transferable tax credits, which may
be transferred after the credit has been issued, the Historic
Preservation Credits often are sold, before the credit even is
issued, specifically to generate money for the preservation
project. As mentioned earlier, for the other three transferable tax
credits, a taxpayer gives money directly to a project and the tax credit
gets issued immediately because that money was given.
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Figure 2-4
Summary of the Types of Projects Funded With the Historic Preservation Tax Credit
(Tax Years 2008 and 2009)
Tax year 2008
Project Type

# of
Projects

Tax credits
issued

Tax year 2009 (a)
% of total tax
credit issued

# of
Projects

Tax credits
issued

% of total tax
credit issued

Personal residences

26

$312,565

2%

9

$148,688

3%

Commercial buildings

14

$8,589,981

57%

11

$1,808,578

41%

Courthouses

7

$878,309

6%

3

$593,167

13%

Churches

6

$416,483

3%

4

$50,406

1%

Theaters

4

$2,448,762

16%

4

$440,362

10%

Museums/auditoriums

4

$185,652

1%

2

$57,099

1%

Local governments

3

$252,369

2%

1

$3,063

0%

Schools

2

$1,508,625

10%

0

$0

0%

Other

2

$302,539

2%

0

$0

0%

Military buildings

1

$193,150

1%

3

$46,543

1%

Libraries

1

$8,223

0%

2

$1,292,447

29%

TOTAL

70

$15,096,659

100%

39

$4,440,351

100%

(a) Data includes tax credits issued only for the first nine months of 2009.
Source: LPA summary of Kansas State Historical Society data, unaudited.

In the case of the Historic Preservation tax credit, the credit is
promised to the project developer upon completion of the project. In
some cases, the project developers are non-prof t organizations that
won’t normally have a tax liability. Therefore, the tax credit is of no
value to them so they have to sell it to generate funding for the project.
Essentially what the project developer sells are future tax credits that
will be issued when the project is complete.
The process works as follows:
An owner/developer with a proposed $1 million historic preservation
project gets a preliminary determination from the State Historical Society
that he or she will be eligible for a $250,000 tax credit (25% of allowable
costs) upon completion of the project. As part of that preliminary
determination the Historical Society checks to ensure the building is
on the Kansas or National Register of Historic Places, and that the
types of improvements the owner plans to make are allowable types of
expenditures and will qualify for a tax credit if the work is completed as
planned.
The owner/developer can use this determination of eligibility as collateral
when seeking up-front funding from banks or other financial sources to
help finance the restoration.
The owner/developer sells the credit to banks or other financial sources
through one or more transfers, which provides some of the funding
needed up-front to help finance the project.
The building owner then completes the preservation work and submits
final expenditure documentation to Historical Society staff, who determine
whether the work was completed as planned.
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The Historical Society then forwards that documentation to the
Department of Revenue, whose staff determines which expenditures
are eligible for the tax credit. The credit is 25% of the allowable
expenses incurred to restore the building. The tax credit information
is forwarded back to the Historical Society, which issues a tax credit
certificate to the owner of the building.

Based on Department of Revenue records, only 85 cents of every
dollar the State gives up goes toward the preservation project,
when Historic Preservation
Credits are transferred.
Figure 2-5
Figure 2-5 provides a simplif ed
Illustration of How the Historic Preservation
Tax Credit Often Works
illustration of how the transfer
process works for a Historic
Preservation Tax Credit.

Project Developer

State Historical Society
Reviews the project
developer’s proposal and
provides preliminary approval
for a tax credit worth 25% of
eligible project cost, or
$250,000.

Submits a proposal to the
State Historical Society for
approval of a $1 million
historic renovation project.

Project Developer
Finds a 3rd party (commonly
a bank) who will advance
money to the project in return
for receiving tax credit when
the project is done.

$250,000
tax credit

As this graphic shows,
the State is liable for a
$250,000 tax credit, but
the project gets only
$215,000 of that
amount.

$250,000
tax credit

Bank or Other
Financial Source
Agrees to advance money for
the project in return for tax
credit. Buys the tax credit for
$215,000—a “discounted”
amount.

$215,000
advance

$785,000
in other
funding

Project Developer
Combines the $215,000
advance from the bank with
$785,000 in other funding to
complete the $1 million
project.
$1 ion
il l
m

Historic Renovation Project
Source: LPA illustration of how a Historic Preservation Tax Credit can work.
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In the example shown in the
illustration, even though the State
is giving up $250,000 worth of
potential tax revenue, the actual
amount going to fund the historic
preservation project is only
$215,000. That’s because most
Historic Preservation Tax Credits
are transferred/sold for less than
full face value.
By reviewing the records of all
the Historic Preservation Tax
Credits that have been transferred
since 2001, we determined that,
on average, only 85 cents of every
dollar the State gave up actually
went to fund preservation projects.
Consequently, we concluded this
tax credit isn’t cost-effective from
the State’s perspective. That
information is shown in Figure
2-6 on the following page.
As shown in the f gure, from 2001
through the f rst nine months of
2009 a total of $58.1 million in
Historic Preservation Tax Credits
had been issued. In all, $51.1
million of those credits had been
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Figure 2-6
Money Generated for Historic Preservation Projects As a Result of the
Tax Credits For Tax Years 2001-2009 (amounts shown in millions)

Tax Year

Total Amount of Tax
Credits Issued
(number of projects)

Amount
Transferred
(number of
projects)

Amount paid
for Initial
Transfer (a)

Cost Ratio of
Transferred
Credits

2001

$0.4 (6)

$0.011 (1)

$0.009

$0.80

2002

$2.3 (36)

$1.9 (9)

$1.5

$0.83

2003

$6.1 (59)

$5.8 (23)

$4.8

$0.82

2004

$4.8 (66)

$4.3 (22)

$3.3

$0.77

2005

$11.2 (87)

$10.6 (37)

$8.8

$0.83

2006

$5.1 (111)

$4.1 (37)

$3.5

$0.86

2007

$8.7 (95)

$7.7 (40)

$6.8

$0.88

2008

$15.1 (70)

$14.3 (29)

$12.6

$0.89

2009 (b)

$4.4 (39)

$2.4 (13)

$2.1

$0.89

Total
$58.1 (569)
$51.1 (211)
$43.4
$0.85
(a) We only reviewed the initial transfers since those determine whether the credit is cost-effective
for the State. The reader should be aware that many of these credits are being transferred
multiple times.
(b) Data includes tax credits issued only for the first nine months of 2009.
Source: LPA analysis of Kansas Department of Revenue data

transferred/sold to banks or other f nancial sources of funding for a
total of $43.4 million. That’s not a cost-effective means of generating
funds for these projects because 15% of the money gets pulled out
and never actually goes for preservation activities.
The reader should be aware that two factors may reduce the
difference between our estimated cost to the State and the benef t
received by the project. First, there’s a chance that not all credits will
be claimed over the 10-year life of the tax credit. Second, any prof t
banks or other f nancial sources make when they purchase tax credits
is taxable as income. There was no way for us to estimate the impact
of these two factors on this credit.
In 2007, Historic
Preservation Tax Credits
Claimed Cost Eight
Times More Than
Initially Estimated

As Figure 2-7 on page 50 shows, the State Historical Society
reported that, from 2001 through the f rst nine months of 2009, it
had approved $311.8 million in historic preservation project costs.
Because projects must be completed before the credits are issued,
only $58.1 million in Historic Preservation Tax Credits actually had
been issued from 2001 through the f rst nine months of 2009, and
only $44.2 million of those tax credits actually had been claimed so
far through 2008— the latest tax year for which complete information
was available. But given the 25% tax credit rate, the total amount
of tax revenue the State will forego as a result of projects already
approved could be as high as $78 million.
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Figure 2-7
Potential State Liability From The Historical Preservation Credit
(amounts shown in millions)
Total Credits
Claimed at
Insurance
Department

Total Credits
Claimed
(Both Dept's)
(c)

$0.1

not available

$0.1

$2.3

$1.6

not available

$1.6

$6.1

$4.5

not available

$4.5

$9.3

$4.8

$5.0

$0.0

$5.0

$60.2

$15.1

$11.2

$6.2

$2.1

$8.3

$55.7

$13.9

$5.1

$4.4

$1.2

$5.6

Total Credits
Total Credits
Assume 25% Actually Issued ToClaimed at
Credit Is Issued Date for These
KDOR
Projects

Tax
year

Total
Approved
Project Costs

2001

$3.1

$0.8

$0.4

2002

$35.3

$8.8

2003

$15.8

$4.0

2004

$37.3

2005
2006
2007

$50.5

$12.6

$8.7

$7.9

$0.5

$8.5

2008 (a)

$31.8

$8.0

$15.1

$9.7

$0.8

$10.5

2009 (b)

$22.1

$5.5

$4.4

n/a

n/a

n/a

Totals

$311.8

$78.0

$58.1

$39.5

$4.7

$44.2

(a) Claimed tax credits for 2008 are likely incomplete because not all tax returns may have been received and/or processed at this
time.
(b) Data includes tax credits issued for the first nine months of 2009. Tax returns for 2009 aren't due to the Department of Revenue
and Insurance Department until March/April of 2010.
(c) The total credits claimed data aren't complete because of unavailable claim data from the Department of Insurance for the first
three years of the credit, incomplete 2008 claim data from the Department of Revenue, and not yet due claim data for 2009.
Source: LPA analysis of Department of Revenue, Insurance Department, and Kansas State Historical Society data.

Fiscal notes related to the 2001 implementation of the Historic
Preservation Tax Credit (and the 2002 revisions) estimated the cost of
the credit to be about $1 million annually. Those estimates were based
on the number and cost of renovations of historical buildings that had
occurred in the past.
Those estimates have proven to be extremely low. As the last column in
Figure 2-7 shows, the amount of credits actually claimed in 2002 was
about $1.6 million, and the tax credits claimed quickly surpassed the
f scal note estimate, rising to $4.5 million in 2003 and reaching about
$8.5 million in 2007. Information from the Insurance Department and
preliminary information from the Department of Revenue show that the
amount of Historic Preservation Tax Credits has already exceeded $10
million in 2008.
Until the law was amended in 2009, no limits existed on the projects
or amounts of credits that could be approved by the State Historical
Society. The legislation enacting the credit placed no limit on the
number or cost of these projects, and no maximum amount on the credits
the Historical Society could issue in total or in any given year. As
described in the Overview, the 2009 Legislature temporarily capped the
Historic Preservation Tax Credit, amending K.S.A. 79-32,211 to state
that, “in no event shall the total amount of credits allowed…exceed
$3.75 million for f scal years 2010 and 2011 [each].”
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This language was ambiguous in how it applied to credits issued
versus credits claimed, and caused many developers to be concerned
about projects that already had been started or even completed. As
a result, the Department of Revenue and the Kansas State Historical
Society implemented guidance that clarif ed the cap would not be
applicable to any credits that had been issued before June 15, 2009.
Any projects for which credits were issued after that date would be
subject to that cap.
The Department estimated it could limit the amount of Historic
Preservation Tax Credits claimed in each of the next two years
to $3.75 million by limiting new credits issued by the Historical
Society each year to $6.25 million, because the Department’s internal
records showed only 60% of issued credits were being claimed in
the same year ($6.25 million x 60% = $3.75 million). Given that
the Department is honoring claimed credits that had been issued
before June 15, 2009, and if more than 60% of issued tax credits are
claimed, it’s possible the cost for this credit will exceed the statutory
cap in f scal years 2010 and 2011.
Information Produced
By the Department of
Revenue Hasn’t
Captured All Credits
Taxpayers Are Claiming

To ensure that the correct person or entity claims the credit on the tax
return, the Department of Revenue has set up a system to track the
number and amount of tax credits issued and compare them to the
amount of credits that have been claimed. Claimed credits always
will lag behind issued credits because many credits can be carried
forward for several years if the taxpayer doesn’t have suff cient tax
liability to use them in the initial year.
Figure 2-8 shows the total credits issued and claimed for the State’s
four transferable tax credits.
Figure 2-8
Amount of Transferable Tax Credits That Have Been Issued and Claimed
Angel
Investor

Community Service
Contribution

2005-08:
594 credits

2005-08:
4,692 credits

2008:
257 credits

2001-08:
530 credits

Cumulative amount of
credit ISSUED

2005-08:
$13.4 million

2005-07:
$12.4 million

2008:
$1.4 million

2001-08:
$53.8 million

Cumulative amount of
issued credit actually
CLAIMED
(% of issued) (a)

$3.5 million
(26%)

$10.3 million
(83%)

$0.7 million
(50%)

$44.2 million
(82%)

Tax Credit
# credits issued

Deferred
Historic
Maintenance Preservation

(a) For tax year 2008, we analyzed the database information the Department provided to us in September. It
should be noted that claimed amounts (and %) will be higher than shown once all tax returns have been
processed. Also, Historic Preservation data on claimed credits wasn't available from the Insurance Department
for tax years 2001 to 2003.
Source: Summary of KDOR tax data on the four transferable tax credits.
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Department of Revenue staff hadn’t recorded many Historical
Preservation and Angel Investor Credits we reviewed in the
agency’s databases, even though these credits had been claimed
on the tax returns. As part of our testwork on the reliability of the
Department of Revenue’s data, we reviewed the actual tax returns
related to 49 tax credits: 14 for the Historic Preservation Tax Credit
and 35 for the Angel Investor Tax Credit.
The credits we reviewed were not chosen randomly. As a result, we
couldn’t estimate the total amount of credits that actually have been
claimed for the Historic Preservation and Angel Investor Tax Credits.
Based on our testwork, we found the following:
About $594,000 in Angel Investor Tax Credits actually were claimed
on the tax returns we tested, but Department records showed that only
$221,000 had been claimed, leaving Angel Investor Tax Credits we
reviewed understated by slightly more than $373,000, or 63%.
Although $4.3 million in Historic Preservation Tax Credits actually were
claimed on the tax returns, Department records showed that only $2.3
million had been claimed. In other words, Department records of the
amount of Historic Preservation Tax Credits claimed, just for the few
credits we reviewed, were understated by almost $2 million, or 47%.

After learning about what we found, Department off cials updated
information about the Historic Preservation Tax Credit. Their work
identif ed approximately $6 million in additional credits that have
been claimed since 2003 that originally were missed when their
tax credit totals were produced. Where possible, we have updated
numbers in this report to ref ect the new numbers. Because of
time constraints, we were unable to verify the accuracy of the new
information, shown below in Figure 2-9.
Figure 2-9
Department of Revenue's Revisions to
Historic Preservation Tax Credit Information
Tax Years 2003 to 2007
Tax Year
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
Total

Number of Filers
Original Data
Revised Data
87
109
128
167
138
183
103
217
124
263
--

--

Amount of Credit Claimed
Original Data Revised Data
$2,477,006
$4,545,134
$3,449,978
$5,007,173
$6,117,379
$6,158,078
$4,103,992
$4,415,214
$5,977,959
$7,924,045
$22,126,314

$28,049,644

Source: Kansas Department of Revenue records, unaudited.
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Our testwork disclosed several additional points worth noting:
The understatements we saw weren’t limited to the first years the
databases were in use. As discussed previously, Department officials
acknowledged that these databases were incomplete, especially in
earlier years. During our testwork, we found recording problems in the
older Historic Preservation Tax Credits we tested, but we also found
similar problems with the more recently issued Angel Investor Tax
Credits we tested.
The understatements weren’t isolated to tax credits that had
been transferred. Department officials have suggested that, given
the additional steps involved in determining the rightful owner of a
tax credit after it’s been transferred several times, staff might forget
the additional step of entering the claimed credit into the database.
However, we found recording problems in tax credits that had never
changed ownership. This raises questions about whether the amounts
of actual tax credits claimed for other non-transferable credits may be
understated as well.
The Department doesn’t have sufficient computer controls to
ensure that its database entries are accurate. Some examples of
what we saw:
o

o

A taxpayer purchased a portion of a Historic Preservation Tax Credit
valued at $49,233, which he used in 2003. The database recorded
it as a carry-forward amount, not as a used amount. In other
words, when the Department summarizes how much the Historic
Preservation credit cost in 2003, the $49,233 wasn’t counted and
appears as a future liability.
A taxpayer made a $50,000 investment and received a $25,000
Angel Investor Credit in 2005. He claimed the credit on his return,
which was logged in the database for $27,002 ($2,002 over the
actual amount).

Finding problems like these in a relatively small sample raises
questions about the integrity of the Department’s tax credit
information.
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Advantages and Disadvantages of Using Transferable Credits
We contacted tax officials in the four surrounding states to gather information related to transferable credits in those
states, and found that each has at least one transferable credit. The figure below summarizes what we learned.

Comparison of Kansas' Transferable Tax Credits With Neighboring States
State

Number of
Transferable
Tax Credits

Colorado

1

Nebraska

1

Nebraska Ethanol Tax

Kansas

4

Angel Investor; Community Service Contribution; Deferred Maintenance; Historic
Preservation

Oklahoma

6

Coal Credit; Qualified Rehabilitation Expenditures; Electricity Generated by ZeroEmission Facilities; Manufacturers of Small Wind Turbines; Construction of Energy
Efficient Homes; Railroad Modernization

29

Affordable Housing; Agricultural Products Utilization Contributor; Adoption; Bond
Enhancement; Children in Crisis; Charcoal Producer; Distressed Areas Land
Assemblage; Development Reserve; Development; Export Finance; Family Farms
Act; Film Production; Historical Preservation; Infrastructure Development; Small
Business Investment; Low Income Housing; Missouri Quality Jobs; New Enterprise
Creation; New Generation Cooperative Incentive; Qualified Beef; Rebuilding
Communities; Rebuilding Communities and Neighborhood Preservation Act;
Qualified Research Expenses; Residential Treatment Agency; Remediation Credit;
Small Business Incubator; Business Modernization and Technology; Wood Energy;
Alternative Fueling Infrastructure

Missouri

Transferable Tax Credits
(underlined credits in other states
are similar to Kansas' transferable credits)
Gross Conservation Easement

Source: Interviews with other state officials, and website/document review of other state information

Tax officials we talked with identified both advantages and disadvantages associated with transferable credits.
Primary Advantages Cited

z Creates a broader pool of contributors or investors. Out-of-state investors or non-profit organizations that
don’t normally have a tax liability in Kansas can invest or donate towards the activity the State wants to
encourage. That’s because they can sell the credit to those who can use it and receive an offsetting benefit.
Without the transferability provision, some of these investors or contributors otherwise wouldn’t get involved.

z Generates more funding for a project than might have occurred otherwise. A taxpayer who wants to make
a contribution or investment can spend more because his or her own tax liabilities aren’t a limiting concern
anymore; the taxpayer can sell any unused credit portion to someone who can use it. In addition, non-profit
organizations (which aren’t subject to tax) can transfer the tax credits to individuals who can use them.
Primary Disadvantages Cited

z Creates an administrative burden for tax agencies or other state agencies. A transferable tax credit
requires states’ respective taxation agencies to track the tax credit’s transfers to ensure that credits are claimed
by the rightful owner. Depending on the transfer rules, this can become complex quickly, especially when credits
can be split and transferred multiple times.

z A portion of the tax credit used to support a project or cause can be lost when tax credits are sold for
less than full value (depending on the structure of the tax credit). As noted elsewhere in this question, this
is the case for Kansas’ Historic Preservation tax credit.

z Lessens the likelihood that credits will expire without being used. When taxpayers have relatively small tax
liabilities but get a large, non-transferable credit, there’s a chance the credit will expire before it can be used. If
the credit is transferable, a taxpayer can sell it to someone who can use it, thereby increasing the likelihood that
it will be claimed.
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Conclusion:

Transferable tax credits can be an effective way of encouraging
people to make investments or donations. Clearly, each of Kansas’
four transferable tax credits has had some level of success in
generating funding for their intended purposes. This question
wasn’t focused on the general benefits to the economy; rather, it
looked at whether the transfer feature of these credits gives the State
equal value for the future tax revenues it is giving up. The Historic
Preservation Tax Credit provides an average of only 85 cents of
preservation funding for every dollar of tax revenue the State gives
up. Put another way, for Historical Preservation Credits that have
been transferred since the credit was enacted, the State has agreed
to give up $51 million in tax revenues to generate about $43 million
worth of funding for historic preservation projects. This tax credit
also has cost the State about eight times more than expected when
the Legislature passed the credit. The Legislature will need to
determine the most appropriate way for the State to support historical
preservation projects.

Recommendations for
Legislative Action:

1. To help ensure that tax credits enacted to accomplish legislative
policy goals can be periodically evaluated for their effectiveness,
the Legislature should include the following information for all
tax credits it enacts:
a. a measurable public purpose the Legislature is trying to
achieve by enacting the credit.
b. a mechanism for collecting the information needed to know
whether that purpose is being met, and the State agency
that will be responsible for collecting and reporting on that
information.
c. a sunset provision to ensure that the purpose, effectiveness,
and usefulness of the credit is periodically reviewed.
2. The Legislature should review the tax credits we identified that
could be candidates for being repealed, modified, or re-evaluated
to determine what changes, if any, need to be made.
3. To ensure that the use of tax moneys to subsidize specific
purposes or activities are as transparent as possible, the
Legislature should consider following the lead taken by Nebraska,
West Virginia, and other states and enact legislation to remove
confidentiality provisions about who benefits from tax credits and
by how much.
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4. To ensure that State dollars for historic preservation are spent
in a cost-effective manner and don’t exceed the amount the
Legislature intends to commit for this purpose, the Legislature
should consider the following:
a. options for restructuring how it provides funding to historic
preservation projects so that all the money the State provides
through tax credits or other means is available to fund the
projects. Such options could include converting the Historic
Preservation Tax Credit to a grant program.
b. imposing annual limits on the amount of projects for which
the Historical Society can approve tax credits. For example
the 2009 Legislature imposed a cap of $3.75 million on the
amount of credits allowed for 2010 and 2011.

Recommendations for
Executive Action:

1. To improve the accuracy of the information the Department of
Revenue provides to the Legislature about the number and dollar
value of tax credits that are claimed each year, the Department
should do the following:
a. determine what types of computer edits could be costeffectively installed in its current computer systems to flag
some of the types of errors we found during this audit, and
install those edits.
b. ensure that the staff responsible for entering tax credit
information into the databases understand the importance of
the completeness and accuracy of the information.
c. periodically spot check some of the data-entry on the tax
credits to help ensure that the data from tax returns are being
accurately recorded.
2. To ensure that the Legislature has complete information about the
number of people or businesses claiming tax credits and the cost
of those credits to the State, the Department of Revenue should
arrange to gather annual tax credit information from the Insurance
Department, and incorporate that information into any analyses it
performs or any summary information it develops.
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APPENDIX A
Scope Statement
This appendix contains the scope statement approved by the Legislative Post Audit
Committee for this audit on July 1, 2009. The audit was requested by the Legislative Post Audit
Committee.
Kansas Tax Revenues: Reviewing Tax Credits and Exemptions
Kansas has enacted a number of taxes to fund government operations. A few examples
are individual and corporate income tax, privilege tax (on f nancial institutions), sales and use
tax, motor fuel taxes, mineral taxes, and the like. According to the Department of Revenue’s
f scal year 2008 annual report, the amount the State collected from various taxes that year ,
before refunds, was nearly $8.3 billion.
Over the years, the Legislature has enacted a variety of tax credits and exemptions
designed to stimulate certain types of economic activity or to achieve other public purposes.
For example, a taxpayer who makes a cash donation of $250 or more in the Kansas Community
Entrepreneurship Fund receives a tax credit of 75% of the amount donated.
Some credits are commonly claimed and account for lar ge amounts of foregone tax
revenue, while other credits are less frequently used. For example, based on information
compiled by the Department of Revenue for the 2006 tax year
, nearly 15,000 taxpayers
claimed slightly more than $28 million under the Business Machinery and Equipment Credit.
In contrast, only nine taxpayers claimed about $17,000 from a credit that allows taxpayers to
claim up to 50% of the cost of plugging an abandoned oil well.
With the proliferation of credits and exemptions over the years, Kansas legislators
have expressed an interest in knowing whether some of those credits and exemptions still are
needed or whether they have outlived their original purposes. They also want to know whether
transferrable tax credits represent an effective use of taxpayer dollars.
A performance audit of this topic would answer the following question(s).
1.

Does Kansas have any tax credits or exemptions that aren’t accomplishing their
intended purpose or have outlived their usefulness? To answer this question, we would
review the statutes and consult with of f cials in the Department of Revenue, Legislative
Research, and others to come up with a complete list of the tax credits and exemptions that
currently are offered under the Kansas law , as well as information about when they were
enacted, their original purpose, and how much they’ve been used (number of taxpayers
claiming them and total dollar amount) in recent years. If information is available, we
would compare the amount of revenue that currently is being foregone to the projected
cost of each credit or exemption at the time it was passed. In addition, we would look
across the credits and exemptions to identify any that are infrequently used or show a
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signif cantly declining level of use. We would also talk to off cials from taxpayer advocacy
groups, and business groups to get their opinions about the usefulness of some of the tax
credits and exemptions. We would also talk to of f cials from the Department of Revenue
to identify any problematic issues related to credits or exemptions such as dif f culty in
tracking transferrable credits. For a sample of the more costly tax credits or exemptions,
we would determine whether any mechanisms were put in place to determine whether the
credit or exemption actually achieved its intended purpose. If there are requirements the
taxpayer must ful f ll to take the tax credit, such as creating a certain number of jobs, we
would look to see what evidence exists to show that the requirements were ful f lled. For
the sample of these credits and exemptions, we would contact nearby states to determine
whether they offer those same types of tax breaks. In addition, we would f nd out what
types of information other states can and do report to their legislatures about the use of tax
credits and exemptions. We would conduct other work in this area as needed.
2.

What transferrable tax credits exist in Kansas, and are they a cost-effective means
of generating money to fund certain types of projects or causes? To answer this
question, we would review the statutes and talk to off cials at the Department of Revenue
to identify the types of transferrable tax credits allowed in Kansas. We would review
testimony that was provided to the Legislature about the anticipated effects of the credits
at the time they were proposed. In cases where entities are awarded tax credits that they
can sell to third parties to fund projects or activities, we would determine the amount of
money generated for projects in relation to the foregone revenue cost to the State. We
would review the records at the Department of Revenue to identify the amount of each
type of transferrable tax credit that was claimed in recent years and the types of taxpayers
who are benef tting from the use of the credits. We would contact off cials from a
sample of other states or tax policy groups to determine the extent to which these types of
credits are used elsewhere, and gather their opinions about whether they think the credits
are cost-effective.

Estimated time to complete: 12-15 weeks
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APPENDIX B
Types of Tax Credits and Refund Programs and Who Can Claim Them
This appendix includes information as to the tax credit/refund type as well as information on who
can claim each of the 47 tax credits and two refund programs Kansas currently has available.
Tax Credit or Refund Program
1. Food Sales Tax Refund
(K.S.A. 79-3635)
2. Earned Income
(K.S.A. 79-32,205)
3. Homestead Property Tax Refund
(K.S.A. 79-4501 et seq)
4. Angel Investor
(K.S.A. 74-8131 et seq)
5. Agritourism Liability Insurance
(K.S.A. 74-50,173)
6. Business & Job Development
(K.S.A. 79-32,153; K.S.A. 79-32,160a)
7. Business Machinery & Equipment
(K.S.A. 79-32,206)
8. Center for Entrepreneurship
(K.S.A. 74-99c01 et seq)

Tax Credit/Refund
Type

Who Can Claim
The Credit or Refund

Refundable

Individuals

Refundable

Individuals

Refundable

Individuals

Carryforward and Transferable

Individuals, Corporations, Insurance
Companies

Carryforward (3 years)

Individuals, Corporations

Carryforward
Refundable
Carryforward

Individuals, Corporations, Banks,
Insurance Companies
Individuals, Corporations, Banks,
Insurance Companies
Individuals, Corporations, Insurance
Companies

9. Declared Disaster Capital Investment
(K.S.A. 79-32,262)

Carryforward or Refundable

Individuals, Corporations, Banks,
Insurance Companies

10. Film Production
(K.S.A. 79-32,257 et seq)

Carryforward (3 years)

Individuals, Corporations

11. High Performance Incentive Program
(K.S.A. 74-50,132; K.S.A. 79-32,160a(e))

Non-refundable (training);
Carryforward
(investment - 10 years)

Individuals, Corporations, Banks,
Insurance Companies

Non-refundable

Individuals, Corporations

Refundable

Individuals, Corporations, Banks,
Insurance Companies

Carryforward

Individuals, Corporations

Non-refundable

Individuals, Corporations

Refundable

Individuals, Corporations

Refundable

Individuals, Corporations

Carryforward (14 years)

Individuals, Corporations

Carryforward (14 years)

Individuals, Corporations

Carryforward (14 years)

Individuals, Corporations

12. National Guard Employer Insurance
(K.S.A. 79-32,213)
13. Regional Foundation
(K.S.A. 74-50,154)
14. Research & Development
(K.S.A. 79-32,182 &182b)
15. Single City Port Authority
(K.S.A. 79-32,212)
16. Small Employer Health Benefit Plan
(K.S.A. 40-2246)
17. Telecommunications & Railroad
(K.S.A. 79-32,206 & 210)
18. Biofuel Storage & Blending Equipment
(K.S.A. 79-32,251 et seq)
19. Biomass-to-Energy
(K.S.A. 79-32,233 et seq)
20. Integrated Coal Gasification
Power Plant
(K.S.A. 79-32,238 et seq)
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Tax Credit or Refund Program
21. Nitrogen Fertilizer Plant
(K.S.A. 79-32,228 et seq)
22. Petroleum Refinery
(K.S.A. 79-32,217 et seq)
23. Qualifying Pipeline
(K.S.A. 79-32,223)

Tax Credit/Refund
Type

Who Can Claim
The Credit or Refund

Carryforward (14 years)

Individuals, Corporations

Carryforward (14 years)

Individuals, Corporations

Carryforward (14 years)

Individuals, Corporations

24. Renewable Electric Cogeneration Facility
Carryforward (14 years)
(K.S.A. 79-32,245 et seq)

Individuals, Corporations

25. Abandoned Well Plugging
(K.S.A. 79-32,207)
26. Alternative Fuel Tax
(K.S.A. 79-32,201)
27. Environmental Compliance
(K.S.A. 79-32,222)
28. Swine Facility Improvement
(K.S.A. 79-32,204)
29. Adoption
(K.S.A. 79-32,202)
30. Assistive Technology Contribution
(K.S.A. 65-7101 et seq)
31. Child Dependent Care
(K.S.A. 79-32,111a)
32. Child Day Care Assistance
(K.S.A. 79-32,190)
33. Disabled Access
(K.S.A. 79-32,176, K.S.A. 79-1117.
K.S.A. 40-2813)
34. Individual Development Account
(K.S.A. 74-50,201 et seq)
35. Temporary Assistance to Families
Contribution
(K.S.A. 79-32,200; K.S.A. 39-7,132)

Carryforward (unlimited)

Individuals, Corporations

Carryforward (3 or 4 years)

Individuals, Corporations

Carryforward (4 years)

Individuals, Corporations

Carryforward (4 years)

Individuals, Corporations

Carryforward

Individuals

Non-refundable

Individuals, Corporations

Non-refundable

Individuals

Refundable

Individuals, Corporations, Banks

Carryforward (4 years)

Individuals, Corporations, Banks,
Insurance Companies

Refundable

Individuals, Corporations

Non-refundable

Individuals

36. Community Service Contribution
(K.S.A. 79-32,195 et seq)

Refundable;
Carryforward (5 years); or
Transferable

Individuals, Corporations, Banks,
Insurance Companies

37. Credit for Taxes Paid to Other States
(K.S.A. 79-32,111)

Non-refundable

Individuals

38. Deferred Maintenance
(K.S.A. 79-32,261)

Refundable or Transferable
(Community or Technical college);
Carryforward or Transferable
(University - 3 years)

Individuals, Corporations, Banks,
Insurance Companies

39. Historic Preservation
(K.S.A. 79-32,211)
40. Historic Site Contribution
(K.S.A. 79-32,211a)
41. Law Enforcement Training Center
(K.S.A. 79-32,242)
42. Credit for Salaries Paid to Kansas
Employees
(K.S.A. 40-252d)
43. Firefighter's Relief Fund
(K.S.A. 40-252)
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Carryforward (10 years);
or Transferable
Refundable

Individuals, Corporations, Banks,
Insurance Companies
Individuals, Corporations, Banks,
Insurance Companies

Carryforward

Individuals, Corporations

Non-refundable

Insurance Companies

Non-refundable

Insurance Companies
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Tax Credit or Refund Program
44. Fire Marshal Credit
(K.S.A. 40-252)
45. Health Insurance Association
Assessment
(K.S.A. 40-2121)
46. Insurance Department Service
Regulation Fund
(K.S.A. 40-112)
47. Life & Health Insurance Guaranty
Association
(K.S.A. 40-3016)
48. Property & Casualty Insurance Guaranty
Association
(K.S.A. 40-2906a)
49. Small Insurance Business Credit
(K.S.A. 40-252e)

Tax Credit/Refund
Type

Who Can Claim
The Credit or Refund

Non-refundable

Insurance Companies

Non-refundable

Insurance Companies

Non-refundable

Insurance Companies

Non-refundable

Insurance Companies

Non-refundable

Insurance Companies

Non-refundable

Insurance Companies

Source: LPA review of Kansas tax credits.
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APPENDIX C

Agency Responses
On Wednesday, February 3, 2010 we provided a draft copy of the audit report to the
Department of Revenue and the Insurance Department. We also provided a draft copy of Question
2 to the Kansas State Historical Society. The responses from the Department of Revenue and the
State Historical Society are included in this Appendix. Insurance Department of f cials chose not
to provide a written response, but told us they had no issues with the report.
The Department of Revenue generally concurred with the report’s f ndings, conclusions,
and recommendations. The State Historical Society pointed out that our draft implied all
Historic Preservation Tax Credits are transferred, when in fact not all credits are transferred.
We addressed this issue by changing Figure 2-6 on page 49 to include the number of Historic
Preservation Tax Credits issued and transferred each year. Those changes had no effect on our
f ndings or conclusions.
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